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FOREWORD

This guide describes typical project management accivities

and key decision points-; essential to effective production plan-

ning for the manufacture, test, delivery, installation, demon-

-,cration, and ind('strial support of DoD systems and equipment.

This type of production planning is necessary for continued

preparedness to mee t our defense commitments. The guide out-

lines a systems approach to the planning and integration of sys-

tms and equipiment design, production, and logistics support.

It describes typical relationships among project management and

subordinate elements throughout the cquipment life _ycle. All

of the production planning events and their relationships form a

pattern from which project and other managers within the Depart-

ment of Defense and industry can selectively tailor program net-

works.

The guide provides a "kit of tools' for use by production

specialists and other interfacing program personnel. It is in-

tended to assist them in defining plans, actions, and interfaces

tailored to specific programs. While the guide is not intended

to be incorporated in a contract, it does provide a checklist of

contract considerations for both government and industry planning.

Application .f the guidc will depend upon such factors as the mix-

of existing versus newly designed equipment and the degree of

govtrnment and industry involvement in various phases of a

p r o ra m
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1. INTRODUCTION TO PRODUCTION PLANNING

Defense components and industry have del'elcnod many ne ,

production end production planning concepts during t'he past

twenty-five years. As part of a systems approach to weapon sys-

temns project management, these many new concepts require actioiis

which will i1ztegrate production management activities to achieve

an appropriate balance between equipment performance, ava~labil-,ty

and cost. The purpose of this guide is to identify the initerre-

lated activities that will provide an integratet systems approac,'-

to production mnanaciement. It places production activities in

perspective with mission objectives and suc!h varied functional

management disciplines and techniques as systems enqineerina,

procurement policies, life cycle costinki, conrfi iu rat io omanaje-

ment, value engineering and cost reduction, quality assurance,

status and requirements reportin;, and other- furrct ional arcc

administrative directives and precedures (s-ee, F1 ure 1).

The guide places emcnabsis Or! the piann n1 acI1 .is egn

to place equipi. ent desiin into prictc ri u 5 tiCO-

time ;ohasin,, For production activlt' iu. It cr' or~tl na-

ous s che-d ulIe !-,a l an ce ar-mons allp inu- i" '' t, or- I enn t

actions, and resources. 1We u'l;ide p~rovr :ez; a

key project act ions and Jeccrior Viin ts iihe 1i ' t -i r

typical major equiprment pro-.rarn It is~~s As rric

document Efor u se( in Iinn' rn1' ',- ,)r od uc t-i i~r 1 o .

basic structure fromr exi stin - D)41owtvu cl o-arr

-directives.

Alist of elem-ents for priuuct,,or is pr-Ovic~e., ,rcrrr-
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In essence te guide describes the pro'ect sanacement task

of integrating production planning wherever needed in an equip-

ment life cycle. Production planning, as a poirt of proect

management, is the integration of elenents and events nccessar:y

to systematically define, coordinate, and direct all actlvities

ar, nfluences so that quality systems, equlpm.-nt and supportr..

resources will be produced on time and at reasonable cost.

Figure 2 outlines the basic elements that are Fart ot pros.ction

management. It also lists com-parable elements that are tvoi'cai

of the system design, support, and administcation ant! contrco

functions.

The guide covers the interfaces -'r-ng system design, pro-

duction, and logistics support management (see Figure 5). It

structures production activities and responsibilities in a logic

flow that provides continuity in the systematic development,

production, operations and support of weapons and equipment.

The maintenance of the interfaces and continuity among activi-

ties is essential to accomplishing new equipmert procurements

where program oojectives call for high availability and readiness

at low cost. The guide emphasizes the schedule balance and con-

trol e-f resources and data among the subcontractor, contractor,

service projects, command units, and other areas directly con-

nected with the production-to-use process. This emphasis is

intended to 'ssure sufficient visibility for management decisions

ua impending changes ant program rescheduling (see Figure 3).

Review of the many service, industry, and other documents

and haidbooks relating to production led to the realization that

terminology and lack of zontinuity in the description of produc-

tion plaoing actions were impediments to a clear picture of

production managenment. This resulted in the necessity to use

I.[
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common terms and to structure a typical planning events network.

Some terms may be used in the context of this guide in a

-''anner unfainiliar to those who are more familiar with meanings

peculiar to a specialized technical or manaqement discipline.

1o prevent misunderstanding, an attempt Las been made to use

dIctionary meanings in lieu of t chnical jargon.

1.1 APPLICATION

Integrate(! planning for production will provide visibility

of the actions and decisions essential for improving life cycle

costing, value engineering, and systems engineering analysis

trade-offs. Such integrated production planning facilitates

achievement of lower cost per equipment unit use throughout the

life cycle of the weapons system. -Inclusion of producibility

criteria in the functional, design, and production baseline

specifications will imprue control of major costs and provide

the contractor with better plans and ccntract specifications.

Tie guide specifically recommends a s~stematic analysis of the

production requirements and considerations with the system design

and support requirements for their interdependent impact on each

other. This analysis is progressively accomplished during the

concept formulation, contract definition, development, and early

production phases. The pattern of planned actions and decision

points described in this guide is designed to minimize later

costly changes to hcrdware resulting from modifications during

the operational time period. The guide places emphasis on pro-

duction planning early in the equipment life cycle where Floten-

tia]. benefits from feasibility studies and trade-ot-fs are at a

maximum (see Figure 4).
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The guide describes discrete manaqement actions which are

performed by contractor or r.iiitar ,, program managers. Program

plans and contracts must specify the assignmer:t of responsibility

for these actions. Only key proqrram actions and approval points

for systems and equipment of average complexity have been inclu-

ded in the production planning network. They would require sim-

plification for off-the-shelf or minor equipment procurements and

expansion and elaboration for more specialized and complex systems.

The guide provides a check list of the actions and decision points

for each eler'ent of production management. Each military project

manager and industrial contractor should tailor his production

to accomplish the activities and events outlined by this guide.

Procedures and interfacing procurement practices must be screened

for selective application to the program. Compatibility,

clarity, and simplicity must be the goal.

1.2 PLANNING FOR PRODUCTION DURING THE EQUIPMENT LIFE CYCLE

In order to pr-lide a pattern for an integrated planning

approach to production, the following elements were selected as

part of a basic modelt

o Producibility (P) o Plans and Controls (PC)

* Manufacturing (M) o Inspection and Test (IT)

* Facilities (FA) o Equipment and Tools (ET)

* Industrial Support (IS) e Personnel and Training (PT)

* Control Data (CD) e Funding (F)

Certain dtpartments and agencies within the Department of

Defense may classify elements of production management differ-

entlv. Suc'i differences are of secondary importance as long as

two basic requirements are met. The breakdown used must inrlude

consider-tion of all required production management actions, and
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the elements chosen mu. ' be function and product related to

permit their assignment to task-oriented individuals and organi-

zations. The element breakdown must allow tangible events and

activities to be structured for program action. They need riot

contain or describe techniques or disciplines concerning "how"

to accomplish each event. Information on how to accomplish the

production planning tasks may be found in many available produc-

tion handbooks and other government and industry documentation.

The ele ents, events, and decision points described herein

are functionally related and do not indicate assigned organiza-

tional relationships. Those relationships for each project or

program should be defined in the implementing documentation.

The clear assignment of responsibility for accomplishing the

activities outlined in this guide is one of the most .nportant

functions of production management. When accompanied by similar

clear assignment of responsibility in the design and iogistics

support areas, such action insures a complete and antegrated

approach to acquisition management.

Figure 5 outlirl-s a systems engineering approach to inte-

grating the project management functions of support and produc-

tion with system design. Key life cycle events for each of

these functions are depicted. A bummari 7at on of these event:s

for each phase of the life cycle follo;:

o Concept Formulat ion: Productioii planninki act ivti(o:

begin with the definition of top level functio.,, an.i requlre-

ments needed to satisty a required operational capabliity- (%.<.,

1For example, the ProductIon Handbook, 2nd Ed., as edi ted

by Gordo.i B. Carson and published by the Ronald Press Co., New

York, in 1958.
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weapon system or equipment. Included in a required operational

capability doc~iment is an estimate of the current production

capabilities which may be considered in alternative equipment

concepts. These trade-offs may be among existiLng co;pcing

capabilities or among proposed new processes designedi to produce

equipment which cannot be manufactured by existing production

capabilities. The best of the production concepts are selected

and included in the Five-Year Defense Program alone with the

prime equipment and support concept selections. The selected

concepts, together witii the requirements to be levied on the

contractor for contract definition, are included in a production

plan requirements section within the system development plan.

Management should provide for cc-tinued use of producti on plan-

ning personnel who participated in concept formulation duringl

contract defini tion to assre continua ty of production planning.

The preservation of technical coiipetence anid continuity of experi-

ence thrcogh all li fe cycle ph-scz; arei :rjajur factors inl avoiding

unnecessar oxp a t u res. Maoiiiet Prerokiatives available

wi than al' DoD) and contractor arc.~as to maintain such centinui ty

inlrl oo aagmn panr nI iclude: J) insuring policy

and 1'roCe(1u ro corilpa tabili t hotoo the fUno t icra 1 and project

oanl I ZAt lonls;( est a 1"li sh I I 'I personnelI po I ica es Which make

0ti ci out ose 01 exper ience og t rai nir Ind reassiginments

ho onproductionl pLauninai iriJ pi-odu t ion orgianizat iont;s (3)

hip1 
lfluert lllI 'i efi"Ct'Ve0I dl~ tor the timely coll'ction,

an1d ol petomne and

hIs Cor i cl da-It a1 and1) ( j ud,1I c Ik)k, ou i use ol n t raIct r o r cs kn ta,

ye , Cen1t ract, tchnic-ians,, cosutats nd othe(r service.

fl Con)ltirat Det fI!i it. I oll: Plroh-ct i on tiIfI i ng aIIct 1 vi t le s ar e

,Ia or te PrI ou t~ I on 111 i n r equ li- roee t s i n thlre sv to lor e lo pm e nt

pln Th technic A1,1T, 0 an anennt regI _1et a re COib I-ne1(d toC
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provide guidance to the respective military and contractor

project managers. These requirements must be included in requests

for proposals. Evaluatic criteria for cor.1-ract definition and

production contracts also are documented for subsequent use by

source selection personnel. Contractor proposals should be evalu-

ated for: (1) the degree to which they meet or exceed minimum

requirements for production, (2) comparative credibility of

their production cost estimates and impact on life cycle costs,

(3) comparative producibility and risk of their manufacturing

processes, (4) an effective plan for demo:-strating the product

against production specifications, and (5) the adequacy of their

make/buy relationships. Successive iterations of the proposal

activities often are necessary to select an optimum system and

equipment design/support/production approach. The above actions

result in general specifications for equipment and its production

and bupport.

The selected contractor's production plan and detailed

technical and management criteria For development plannino are

combined into a production plan for inclusion in the developent

contracts. Anticipated requirements for producibility, plans

and controls, use and sharing of production equipment, tools and

facilities, make or buy relations',ips, mix of contractor and

government support and other production planning interface' -:'or-

mation are identified. Development cont-acts must iefrne pro-

ducibility requirements in terms of schedules, contrc-Is, resnponsi-

bilities, product demonstrations, and test un-t versus producti, rn

run commitments.

Where the program requires state-of-the-art p-roduction ",lA,,

the contract may be developed to cover production, ru ns as part

of a total package procurement. Where the proqram requires



advancing the state-of-the-art, Lhe contract may be developed to

cover only test units as part of ievelopment. Complex procirams

may require separate contracts -)f L.. th types and later additional

contracts for production runs of the advanced state-of-the-art

equipment.

m Developet Production planninq activities begin with

the definition of :etailed production concepts and requirements.

These concepts and requirements are, based upon the conti~uously

evolvin(3 equipment d'-si--ns and log4istics support requiirement .

Production activities, times, locations, and the detailed require-

ments r ,r equiprent aiid tools, facilities, personnel, and data

are refine~i. Production personnel participate in equipment desiuin

and looist~cs support reviews and demonstrations. They must

evaluate all clbanuces tc:r th~eir impact upo n the product ion require-

- en ts. t /urr~ producibl-ility trade-offs are, conducted.

The'se ta-c S should cnsIder the use of standard parts and

.'teie< '-ne~alvwhere the of_~~iiv i repetitive pro-

Oen Ox IS t S Pr our anr man au em en t Ajlp oval buased on thies e

rud - s e sIit s n th e staL' shwent (,) I Proposed product

* asel "ne 1 '- ra t Ion andi, r eIea se t T i it .a I p rodu ct. i con tra Ct.

ini~de "it rin cot ract rust te ' peel ticat ions for

e tst i ad a '~'' -enen~ ~ or on Il t'ype ofc procu-erCr'eot

tta 1a 1 , . r cue t r er r o ei 1v pe n t a nd r dc utC r

Z" 'ell*' V 0rnn 1rv pr co at at t~ on

t I ;'. r, s tteI n

,-I r' et tV 0' "r1ue n epe t, ra sn r
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targets for hardware and supporting items. Limited quantities

of these items are produced for test. A first article inspec-

tion is conducted to evaluate hardware and support items against

their specifications. Acceptance of first article hardware and

support items establishes a firm product baseline for follow-on

production.

Production personnel evaluate changes resulting from service

tests conducted in a preplanned operational environment. Produc-

tion requirements are changed as a result of design/support/

production decisions. Production resources are provided, as

previously negotiated, to equip and support the first operating

organization. Combined or separate government and contractor

logistics support activities during this period are based on

phaseover plans and schedules.

e Operation: Production activities continue in accord

with phaseover plans, schedules, and previously negotiated con-

tracts. Equipment and operational support changes made as a

result of operational suitability demonstrations are reviewed

for their impact upon production. All deficiencies are identi-

fied and evaluated by design/support/production trade-offs prior

to making modification decisions. Production runs and operating

unit support, if applicable, are modified and documented. The

information is made available to future production of the con-

figured items and to future weapon system and equipment planning.

Production preparedness plans (e.g., mobilization to perform

added missions, government plant production decisions, govern-

ment/contractor production relationships) must continuously be

updated with information which poses a change to equipment and

support configuration. These changing plans are a part of the

operational and system support command function and may cause

new project action, extension of existing production and support
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act.ivities, or result in a phasc'er of production due to tech-

nicai advar cements or mission cifanges.

1.3 USE OF THE GUIDEI
This guide provides exam,,ples of production planning .,ctions

which are normally acc-omplished during the life cycle of a typi-

cal equipi-,ent project. It 6s a i~exible docurent. It is intended

as a tool for use by proccc, ranaq-er-- in tailoring their own pro-

gram, actions and milestonts to f-,t their own unique deve lopmen t

requirements and fundinq li-itations. These requirements will

vary by system or equipment type (e.g., munitions, -issiles,

aircraft, tanks, ships, radar) and their complexity, as well as

the degree to which oovernrent and contractors participate in

each action. Procurement policies w., 11 have an impact upon how

each- pro,,rd.. is conductei,. In any caIse, a pro' Ion of the com-

posi.te of all production elem.ents -ind all plarneci events will

esu it in a !rore sst el:at i callv define .1, :oordinaited and directed

Alt ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - rlhte u( t; f 5nt inten~eci aIS a contractu-Al

uc'cunme;t , it-- ha3s: i oreceures are workab-le i thin the f ramework

c:L existin-j policies and dinct''s-incorpat i'bilities amongi

c-uAn44- ani ex171- 'e Ia ol kisan di1recti:ves sh)ould be care-

-1ll% e-alualted to .erne poraTe manageme nt action.

"' 0C tx a iu-nt 1'. -k'rSAP;Cent Ia.-Cers Sne-Oki el Ian prov. ra, a-cT i on oequen-

or. 'A l g:i n 1iu cv, le iep: eted b y

a r' ,1 tszslst prooraim

ese ia l wl~ ''-e 1 1 t on rc so

I~'1ns .~. an, vovie , ')t tc purpose, applica,-

-iptei ) desr,',es the systemr



design, support, and production management relationships neces-

sary to the planning for production. The remainder of the guide

describes the life cycle prugram events for the selected produc-

tion elements. After reading this first chapter, the executive

seekinq a general understanding of the systems engineering

approach to production planning should read the introduction to

Chapter 2. paragraph 2.1, and review in detail the last foldout

chart, Figure 6. This will provide an overview of the life cycle

relationships aliong all production elements in texrms of their

specific actions as well as their interfaces with design engi-

neering and logistics support. Produ-tion managers may find _t

convenient to read consecutively numbered action block descrip-

tions as they follow the chart. The Chapter 2 descripticns

cover the design engineering, production, and logistics support

management level, and Chapters 3 through 12 cover the detailed

production element level.
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2. SYSTEM DESIGN, LOGISTICS SUPPORT, AND

PRODUC-'TON PLANNING INTERFACES

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Planning for production of systems, equipment, and support

resources requires a close and dynamic working relationship

among system design, logistics support, and production manage-

ment. It involves repeated review and refinement of the pro-

duction requirements and their probable impact on current cost,

cost in production, system design, and support planning. Figure

6 depicts the planning events typical of weapons systems or

equipment of average or greater complexity. These events cover

system design, support, and production management as well as

selected elements essential to production planning. Together

they form a pattern from which project and other managers within

DoD and industry can selectively tailor their own program networks.

The tailoring of each network depends upon such factors as the need

for new equipment, the mix of existing versus new equipment, and

the degree of government and contractor involvement in each event.

Qualitative and quantitative producibility characteristics,

as well as operational characteristics, must be included in the

system and equipment specifications. These producibility c'arac-

teristics include materiel and machining standards, tolerances,

and limits for design; the alternatives or selections for castinq,

forging, forming, riveting, and welding of materials and parts;

the requirements for single versus multiple production line

capabilities; inspection and test frequencies arid durations;

personnel skill restrictions and li iitations upon design; and

critical materiel risks based upon the most recent experience.

19
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Also included are the control specifications for assuring these

characteristics are considered in designs. The characteristics

must be identified in a manner which will assure equipment pro-

ducibility throughout its life cycle. Specified production

characteristics must also be compatible with these portions of

the specification which outline the operational and logistics

support characteristics of the system. Especially important is

a free flow of consultations among design, logistics, and produc-

tion efforts to ensure effective use of parts standards, process

standards, and performance standards. Coordinated management

decisions, directives, and criteria implementing standardization

objectives should be established as early in the production

cyclz as possible.

System identification, selection, programming, control, and

evaluation of materiel, cost, ard industrial resources must be

accomplished throughout the production planning and production

life span. Production management must assure that its subordi-

nate element.-

1) Understand the mission, system and equipment;

2) Define actions and resources required for the complete

production planning cycle such that designed equipment

may 1,e rapidly put into production without undue con-

tract delays-

3) Schedule acti,',lcri and commit resources to develop equip-

ment ind support future operations and loqlstics

a ct 1 V t I s 5

4) Apply tht, rnS' recent and applicable techniques and

disciplines for p-o.iram ast.,urance of quality, value

eni.: icerinq, sched .ile balance, and total production

requirements ident 1. 'ciation;
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5) Request and utilize funds in a preplanned sequence and

maintain cost control to minimize production cost over-

runs and program delays; and

6) Use data and standard control techniques to maintain

configuration accountability and an information and

experience exchange among aI project elements.

The following paragraphs describe the system design, support,

and production management events typical of a weapon system or

equipment program of average or greater complexity. They pro-

vide a systematic identification of actions prerequisite to

achievement of the operational and support mission. It is

recommended that the reader simultaneously review Figure 6 for

complete visibiliLy of the relationships among all events.

System design and logistics support management events which occur

at roughly the s-tme time in the life cycle are described concur-

rently with the oroduction management events to provide an inte-

grated view of the project activities. System desiqn and locis-

tics support activities (SD and SM) are shown wIth titles in

light underline. Production management activities (PI) Are

shown with titles in heavy underline.

2.2 DETAILED EVENT DESCRIPTION

SD-I REQUIRED OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY

The system or equipment life cyle beiizns wit., the ier,,,t

fication of an operational deficiency ar the need for a row.

military capability. This required opf'ratic-ral capabil 'y ILs

usually defined by the nature of the treat, th antc pat ed

operating environment, variations in basi."- Tisslon an;,i th - c-

straints of policy, fund'nq, iross schedule requirerents, rj

I
I
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:iinmurum systei: operational performance criteria (e.g., speed,

ranqe, capacity, firepower, target acquisition, vulnerability).

These needs result in a tentative requirement for a new vessel,

aircraft, missile, vehicle, communications systems or gear, or

for multiple combination- of such hardware. These requirements

must underqo screening and approval prior to further concept

tormulation action.

SM-I DEFINE LOGISTICS SUPPORT CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS

Support representatives must analyze the required opera-

tional capability to determine the looistics support capability

needed. These capabilities should be stated in terms of (1)

quantitative readiness performance criteria (e.g., system avail-

ability, utilization, permissible scheduled and unscheduled

maintenance downtimes, operator and maintenance requirements in

terms of oross skills and manning levels, firing rates, launch

rates); and (2) qual.tati'e readiness requirements (e.q., com-

patibLility with existinq replen~sh'ent techniques, operational

unit s.l%-suf fcielcv in remote areas. personnel skill level

li: tataors, automated fault isolation techniques).

:ppr t considrat ions are provi ld to the required opera-

t 1 ona C),t 1 1 i t 1 vocu ren t b\ ( er Ident iv 1 nI the needed support

oapal 1. t v, ( .) prol- sin, rod i fIcat ns to the operational r e-

<mlreme!2 1;statement whi -h will enhance overall el tectivene;s,

and ( ) rec-mJerdinI substitute capabi 1ltles or alternate

solut Ions.

:4 -2 APPROVE RE'1: I RED OPERAC.NA. (APA I LITY !)DCXUMENT

Mhe Jes red! s'st em ca .ib l itles (5-)-I) the loqistics

suppot t requirements (sM-i) , and th, current -awaIitv to meet

these rcQu~remnts (sIM-2 and PM-2) are es.sential inputs for the

L . ..
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review arnd approval of the required operational capabllity docu-

ment. These inputs provide iniforra _ion for missioni analyses and

preliminary des3ign necessary to J'eVE'lop systemr concepts, techno-

logical approaches, and related cost and schedule information.

Clear government and contractor rfl y responsibilities "or the

development of requirements for schedule, costs, work b~reakdown

structures, etc., must be made.

SM-2 ESTIMATE OF LOGISTICS SUPPORT CAPABILITIES

An integrateu pack--qe of each support elemen s forecastci

ability to satisfy support readiness requirements (SM-I) is

prepared. For example, tlha_ packa;-,e miqht include readiness per-

formance experience togeth-er with lessons learned on previous

similar systems includinr utilization, availability, incidenco

of unscheduled maintenance, causes of maIntenance dov.ntire,

facility requirements, trairinq requirements, technlcal data

di-splay techniques, fault isclatioci techniques, tiel# Lenetl Lt, of

tracking repair parts usauie, an-- th~e maintainaLblit-v. ioals to 'Le

cons idered from simii I ar syster, and equ, -)rent de ,In expet ionct.

Probable support require~ments over andi above cexist insi capA ii

ties are identified for further action.

PM-2 ESTLMATE PRODUCTION CAPABILITY

An estimate must be madt- c)t cur renaa 1i2,0po

duce the types oft equipnen t b scons Ia red. -it, 1;a d

the opera tl :anal and suppor t rekqulrer'en t andcipV ' ;-

and SM-2) . This estirrate ;.ill be ise on siat, IW1-1" 37

lar ys tern or equ i pivn peu nonm 2taa

ated wi th producii 1it y or pa',~tsses xuaeeo

ermerqencie6 or onsc?!eduJled field ml a::nrdl "~

critical experience in achlevinav~u a in
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timin(-, and impact of numerically controlled tools upon past

development and production effforLs, the problems associated

with various types of materials and their availability, and the

current availability of facilities and funds.

Wh.ere current production capabili-ty will not support the

equipment under considerati~n, proposed or projected capability

that may exist in time to support the progranm should be consid-

ered as part of the production capability estimate. Both

qovernment and( industry proposed and projected capability should

he- coni lU red. Proqrar, risks associated with, planning production

b ased upon proposed and projected capabilities should be i-den-

ti Lied.

SD-3 CONDuCT SY,,TENM FEA,,'IBILITY IU)

Based upon the approved opc raticonal capabiIi ty document

(SD 2) and inlmn~qstudi-s , !;evera-l prelimn ary system and

oqu l)nen t ideas are deve loped to explore a iterrate ways of

aci, -via r o; Obj~ect~ies Sse/otefciveees trade-

t Ite0rriine the ,cco cleC 'APOnqi t he several sy, -t em and

01"!k, n t coceo t s . T st~ I ._u,7 t n -rokiact i on requ i re -

P enti: it-,ncd k1 . these ta iitvst ad ies permit comparm s'n

Va: . 1!e wl~c~a a erat es.These A..ud 10

:i ~ta ei p, r oe r n '
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feasibility studies (SD-3 consist of an integrated package uf

operational and economic trade-off results (e.g., equipmrent

redundancy or high reliability versus maintenance upon failure)

and selection of each element's best approach to overall support.

Maintainability, reliability, and cost are the focal point for

trade-offs combining system design alternatives with concept

inputs from each support elemcnt. Failure to consider the com-

bined trade-off alternatives can result in a support concept

which leads to excesses and shortages, duplicate facilities,

and poor use of existing capabilities. Use of simulatioi. tech-

niques and mathematical modeling as trade-off aids should Le

resorted to when complex problems ar encountered. With proper

design, the data base for simulation or mathematical modeling

may be used later as a dynamic management data baseline.

PM-3 DEVELCP PRODUCTION FEASIBILITY ESTIMATES

Concurrently with the conduct of system feasibility studies

and the develcpment of support alternatives, production feasi-

bility est mates should be made for each of the alternatives.

These feasibility estimates should include consideration for

using existing -,roduction tecbniques for each alternative b ing

studied. They also should consider advanced production tech-

niques availabl at that point in time and their risk to equip-

ment production. Gross schedule comparisons and evaluations

for alternatives should be made.

Requirements for critical raw materials, long lead produc-

tion capabilities, and long lead system equipment should be

carefully examined. Plans should be made for procurement and

control of these items as soon as sufficient de tailed iden.ifi-

cation is available, Specific control systems for configuration,
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qualitv, cost, and schedules should be identified. The feasi-

bility estimates should then become part of the overall system

studies (SD-3).

SD-4A APPROVE PROGRAM CHANGE REQUEST

When a svstem-: concept is developed to the point where its

techniZaI ani economic feasibility can be verified, a Program

Ca~nc Reuuest (PCR) is prepared to incorporate the selected

prograr i.tc the DoD Five-Year Defense Program. OSD approval

is granted by a Progiiram Change Decision (PCD).

SD-4B APPROVE SYSTEM CONCEPT FORMULATION PACKAGE

The system concept formulation package assures higher

authority t hat the selected concept is the best way to satisfy

the identified operational need and recommends the resources

needed to pursue further development. The package contains a

description cr the proposed system, the costs and schedules,

and the rationale supporting the concept selection. It provides

for a preliminary program review prior to preparing a system

development plan.

SM-4A PREPARE LOGISTICS SUPPORT PROGRAM CHANGE REQUEST

The logistics support section of the Program Change Request

is prepared. This section should contain information on readi-

ness performance goals (including maintainability and reliability

design performance requirements), maintenance concepts, support

impact on organizations, preliminary estimates of life cycle sup-

port costs, and major support development milestones.

SM-4B PREPARE SUPPORT CONCEPT FORMULATION PACKAGE

The selected support concepts (SM-3) are documented for
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inclusion in the system concept formulation package (SD-4B).

The package also includes the estimated costs and schedules,

the concept selection rationale and the specific funding needed

for further development. The package provides justification to

the logistics approval authority for the selected concepts.

PM-4 PREPARE PRODUCTION PROGRAM CHANGE REQUEST

When preliminary production feasibility for the design

concept has been verified, the production concept, cost esti-

mates, preliminary schedules and anticipated risk areas should

be documented. This information consists of preliminary sket-I /
:hes, system level schedules and gross projections of anticipated

production requirements and costs. These are included in the

concept formulation package for the system (SD-4B).

SD-5 APPROVE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PLAN

The systems development plan is the functional baseline for

further engineering development of performance specifications.

The plan includes functional and technical descriptions of opera-

tions and support requirements, preliminary systems and equip-

ment configurations, production concepts and requirements to be

levied on the contractors, and trade-offs to be further con-

sidered. Emphasis is placed on areas of high technical risk,

schedules, and life cycle costs. The plan also identifies fund-

ing requirements so that contract definition and further develop-

ment budget allocations can be made. Acceptance of the Develop-

ment Plan is a "Key Approval Action" requiring review and approval

prior to contract and funding release by Service level or OSD

authority, as appropriate to existing policy on weapons tech-

nology and dollar thresholds. Program reviews leading to this

"Key Approval Action" should insure adequacy of planning for the
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production of equipment and for the logistics support of opeta-

tional maintenance activities. They must be conducted with

participation by production and logistics staff members at the

appropriate Service or OSD decision level.

SM-5 DEVELOP SUPPORT PLAN REQUIREMENTS

The support plan requirements are included in the system

development plan (SD-5) and the request for proposals. These

requirements include gross support functions that meet system

or equipment requirements; the design and support goals in terms

of performance, readiness and cost-to-produce criteria to be met

during engineering development; support, operation and cost

trade-off criteria to be considered; and support program manage-

ment activities and decision points anticipated during subsequent

development events. Specific inputs to the support plan require-

ments include maintainability and reliability requirements, main-

tenance support concepts, preliminary support equipment estimates

and design criteria, and preliminary supply, facility, personnel

and training, technical data., tiansportation, handling, packaging,

schedule, life cycle cost and funding requirements. q , support

plan rcquirements should be clearly defined and quantified for

"Key Approval Action" specified in SD-5. They should be included

in the request for proposals.

PM-5 DEVELOP PRO-UCTION PLAN REQUIREMENTS

)duction plan requii ,' w should d dev,Ioped in conso-

nance with the logistics suppoIt plan requirements for inclusion

in the system development plan (SD-5) and request for proposals.

They provide the basis upon which contractors can propose their

production plans during contract definition activities. The

depth of detail is dependent on the type of procurement and the
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degree of configuration identification at that point in time.

Production plan requirements must include the Loncepts and

criteria for producibility, production plans and controls, in-

spection and test, facilities, equipment and tools, industrial

support, personnel and training, data, schedules, value engineer-

ing, costs, and funding. Emphasis should be placed on production

risk schedules, and cost estimates for the equipment life cycle.

The requirements should be specified for both government and

industry activities. Responsibilities and relationships should

be identified. Consideration should be given to production quan-

tities, mobilization policy, automated programming for tools and

configuration management, quality, cost and schedule controls

and flexibility. Funding requirements by major milestone also

should be identified so that contract definition and further

development budget allocations can be made.

SD-6A APPROVE SYSTEMS CONTRACT DEFINITION

Aj, advance procuremnent plan initiating sole source or com-

petitive contract definition for the selected system and support

concepts is issued following approval of the development plan.

Procurement and budget authorizations are provided to the devel-

opment command in this management plan.

SD-6B APPROVE SUPPORT AND PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS

As an integral part of the systems contract definition

approval, support and production requirements are approved through

direct coordination with responsible managers at all appropriate

DoD levels. This approval is the basis for beginning development

of the logistics support and production management plans.

SD-7A APPOINT SOURCE SELECTION AUTHORITY

Early contract definition effort consists of detailed

L
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enqinee .nq to define operations and support perfoimance require-

ments. This effort is aimed toward the preparation and approval

of an "allocation" baseline for acquisition of the system and

equipment. Contract definition may involve competitive propo-

sals by several contractors. A source selection authority is

appointed to provide DoD in-house evaluation of these proposals.

Assistance is provided through representative staff elements of

the Services. The purpose of this assistance is to help estab-

lish the source selection criteria.

SD-7B PROVIDE SUPPORT AND PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS
TO REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

The logistics support and production plans requirements

(SM-5 and PM-5) provided as a part of the systems development

plan (SD-5) are included in the request for proposals (SD-7C).

It is of utmost importance that these requirements thoroughly

define operational, readiness, and producibilicy specification

goals. They also should specify the support ,nd production

management approaches to further development and acquisition of

resources.

SD-7C REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

The request for proposals is prepared for issuance to con-

tractors. It contains results of prior studies and the current

system specifications. Included are such key characteristics as

performance, readiness, and producibility targets, with criteria

for their further development, test, and demonstration. Required

program management criteria include assignment of responsibili-

ties and selective identification of specific portions of general

directives, policies, and procedures that are to apply to the

selected procurement approach. Complexity and cost of equipment
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may require successive iterations of the request for proposals

and proposal evaluation before contract definition can be

completed.

Where appropriate, requirements for life cycle cost estimates

should be included in final request for proposals. Program man-

agement should consider and define representative cost elements,

time elements, and the simplest appropriate methodology to be

followed by competing contractors in developing and updating

life cycle cost estimates for (1) program funding and budget

control and (2) cost of use (and ownership) comparisons. In

simple equipment procurements, product use guarantees alone

might satisfy these requirements. Similarly, where the contracts

includu contractor assumption of support responsibilities and

associated costs, major life cycle cost elements may be already

included in the cost of acquisition.

SM-7A DEVLLOP LOGISTICS SUPPORT MANAGEMENT P.AN

The logistics support management plan is established to pro-

vide an outline of specific organizational responsibilities and

functions for fuither development and acquisition of support re-

sources and monitoring of contract effort. A separate plan for

each support element program is included in the support manage-

ment plan. The plan should identify organizational interfaces;

define working procedures and personnel responsible for such

things as implementation of the logistics support development

program, monitoring of the contractors' value engineering, main-

tainability and reliability efforts; and establish policy reqard-

ing maintenance engineering practices and procedures for all

levels of maintenance, development and acquisition of support

equipment and facilities, procurement and distribution of spares

and repair parts, implementation of the personnel and training
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program, procurement and distribution of technical data, and

irolementation of the transportation, packaging, and handling

program. The plan should include related funding, schedule

and data management information, relationships and responsibili-

ties between development and support commands, and designation

of the logistics support manager.

SM-7B ESTABLISH LOGISTICS SUPPORT CRITERIA FOP
PROPOSAL EVALUATION

The logistics representatives on the source selection board

establish criteria for evaluation of proposed support plans.

These criteria include policies for determining how well each

proposal meets readiness performance specifications and cost

requirements, takes advantage of current resources, minimizes

technoloqical risks, and considers life cycle support costs.

PM-7A DEVELOP PRELIMINARY PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN

The preliminary production management pian should provide

specific organizational responsibilities and fuictions for fur-

ther planning and development of production resources. It should

include policies for monitoring contract definition. Production

element inputs identify organizational interface working proce-

dures and personnel responsible for such things as:

* implementation of the production resources develop-

ment program;

* Monitorinq of the contractor's producibility program

ef fort;

* Monitoring the contractor's contrcl-of-cost-in-produc-

tion design targets;



e Establishing policy regarding plans, controls and

analysis practices and procedures;

* Development and acquisition of production tools,

equipment, and facilities;

e Procurement, control and distribution of industrial

resources;

a Implementation of personnel and training programs;

e Identification and control of critical materiel items7

and

e Funding and control data.

The maragement plan includes related cost and schedule

information, the relationships and responsibilities ar-onq pro-

duction, system design and support management, anu 40sination

of the production manager.

PM-7B ESTABLISH PRODUCTION CRITERIA FOR iMR©POSAL EVALUATION

The production manager's representatw.;v on the source

selection board establishes criteria for -valuatron of ontrIct, r

prnposed initial production plans. Thos,_, criteria Inc!ude., oli-

cies for determining how well each proposal meets its product ion

specifications and cost requirements, takes advainta.;e ot current

resources, minimizes risks, anticipates initial a:dl fo1o'-

production requirements, and estimates the cost for a co: plete

production program.

SD-8 EVALUATE SYSTEM PROPOSAL - INCLUDING SUFPoRT (sM- )
AND PRODUCTION (PM-8)

The source evaluation board review., and scores each pro-

posal based upon the prevIously established criterja. Surbse-

quently, selected competing contractors continue to define the
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performance requirements of the system elements and their plans

for production, operations, logistics and training. The result-

ing system proposal is then evaluated. This final evaluation

determines the technical soundness of the proposal in meeting

performance requirements, degree of identified risk, contractor

understanding of tasks in the proposal work statements and his

ability to accomplish them, best features of each proposed de-

sign, support and production approach, costs and schedules, and

comparative impact of proprietary rights.

SD-9A APPROVE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Development plan specifications and terms (SD-5) constitute

a functional baseline which the project manager uses as a nego-

tiations floor. Improved specifications and more definitive

terms may be incorporated into the contract as a result of pro-

posals and negotiations. The updated plan includes procurement

specifications and detailed demonstration methodology; equipment

requirements and support and production element resource require-

ments (including government furnished items); cost and price

estimates; and any special contract clauses. Review of the up-

dated development plan is prerequisite to "Key Approval Action"

by the designated project approval authority. This review endor-

ses the plan as an allocation baseline for the development con-

tract awards. It should include participation by logistics

support and production staff members at the appropriate military

or OSD decision level to insure adequacy of logistic support and

production planning for producibility as well as maintenance and

readiness of equipment in the operating environment.

SD-9B SELECT CONTRACTOR(S)

Upon approval of the system development, contractors are
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selected. The selection is based upon the proposal evaluations

(SD-8). Multiple contractors may be chosen, particularly for

sub-systems development, under the direction of a system project

office. High confidence in achievement of the required mission

capability must be the first selection consideration. After

specified operational performance, readiness, and producibility

requirements are assured, other considerations may then be weighed.

SM-9 ESTABLISH SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Subsequent to the proposal evaluations, the logistics

support portion of the system development plan is updated to

reflect the results of contract definition. The support develop-

ment plan also includes the updated management plan covering the

controls, policies, funding, scheduling, etc., for development,

acquisition, and distribution of the suppoit resources. The sup-

port development plan is an integrated package of time-phased

support element plans and requirements. It includes the main-

tainability and reliability requirements and related performance

incentives, including value engineering incentives, and the

maintenance concepts and the procedures for acquisition and

distribution of support and test equipment, spares and repair

parts, facilities, personnel and training, training equipment,

government furnished materiel and technical data. It also in-

cludes updated funding and management data requirements and

schedules for each support element identified by organizational

responsibility. Approval of the support developn. rt plan is a

part of the "Key Approval Action" specified in SD-9A.

PM-9 ESTABLISH PRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Subsequent to the proposal evaluations, the production plan-

ning portion of the system development plan is updated. It must
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reflect the results of contract definition. These results

include the production management plan covering the controls,

policies, funding, scheduling and responsibilities for develop-

ment, acquisition and distribution of required production

resources. The production plan is an integrated package of

individual time-phased production elemenL requirements. It

includes the following:

e Producibility requirements and related incentives;

e Production concepts and plans;

* Procedures for acquisition and distribution of common

and special production tools and equipment, including

their interchangeability and replaceability;

* Manufacturing processes and controls for numerical

programming of tools, quality assurance relationships

among production elements, and contractor-subcontractor

relationships for make/buy;

* Procedures for inspection and test of hardware, from

test and prototype through first article and produc-

tion equipment;

* Procedures for acquisition and use of facilities;

* Procedures and controls for acquiring and using indus-

trial support items including critical materials;

" Procedures for the government/industry interface,

training and distribution of personnel to support all

element activities;

* Updated funding and control data requirements;

) Production element schedules identified by organiza-

tional responsibility; ard
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*Procedures for changes in the production plan.

Approval of the production development pla!-, is a part ofl

the "Key Approval Action" specified jr SD-9A.

SD-lOA AWARD SYSTEM DEVELOPMENIIT CONTRACT

Based upon system cieveiopment approval and contractor

s:2action (3D-9A and B), the contracts are awarded.

SD-lOB BEGIN DETAITLED SYSTEMI DESIGN

System and equipment specifications, inclusi jny ooc-ratloraI

performance, reidin sz9_, anI producibilitv criteria (desiqn re-

quirements), are the basis for detailed system and eauip,-er-Tt

des ign. Maintainabllitv, reliability, and cost-i n-production

target parameters are included in the design coi.sidleratiLons.

Continuous coordination with support and producuJon elements

is required to assure that a proper b.alancc is maintained

tetwoen design performance anid cost csus support and produc-

tion requirements and their effect on equipment delivery and

ecadj ness.

SM-10 MONITOR AND GUIDE LOGIS PICS SUPPORTEFFORT -(ontinuous)

Logistics support requirements for all elements are gener-

ated hy detailed maintenance engineering analyses of evolving

equipment designs, initial provisioning documentation for spare

parts, maintenance. tools .-nd test equitV:ient, faciliti-es, and

oth~er loqistic support is relrased.

MLhntenance engineering analyses, as part of the total

s.ystems engineering effort, influence design development through

ve.,_nomic trade-offs among operational and support requirements.

The malitenance analysis also uses design schematics and drawings
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to define thle basic sUpport requirements. Support management

should monitor continuallv and assure that each support element's

reuuire'-erentS are properly generated, interfzaced, and program-med

' C- esta*.lasi: r, aintainab--Ility and reliability goals, The rnainte-

n.ance enqineer.,nc analys-s documentation system supports and

controli thi recurrin3g analysis.

PY -A BEG!N PRODUrTION DEVELOPMENT EFFORT (T-ST UNITS)

Thie requlreiments needed to define production element resour-

cerr test: units are generated by detailed ercineerinq analyses

of the qiontdesiqns and support requirements. These analy-

ses, as part of tile t1otal svstemis engineering effort, influence

sys tcm des~cgn by reflecting t-.e results of economric and opera-

tiocnal trade-offs arong equipment reliJability, maintainability

and producibiiitv considerations, Prodluction management guidance

for all. production elements is provided continually throughout

all developm-ent activities. Production manaoemrent should assure

th-at eachl elemc';t'.s requfrements are properly generated, inter-

faced and pro,-rar-mea to established producibility goals. The

production onqirieering documnen tation system supports and controls

this reCurring analysis.

PM -1013, INITIATE PRODUCTION PLANNING FOR OPERATIONAL UNITS

,Loncurrent with the production nf the test units, planning

for the operational units is bejun. This continuing effort is

a dmeod t owa1-rd the establi shment of ;"') procductioni def~nition

plain (PM-K'B) This planning oncom3npasses des., in and support

change-s which occut during detailed designr. it- pclie roduc-

tion changes resulting from subsystem and st <rt(-st).ng.. All

changjes are considered in the identi ficaticon o: oer; al requ ire-

iients. This effort is accomplished to provd :x sd product
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baseline for follow-on production runs (PM-17B). Its accomplish-

ment and timing are dependent upon the procurement method selected.

SD-li COMPLETE DETAIL ED DESIGN OF SYSTEMI/EQUIPMENT

System and equipment design is a continuing effort throuqh-

out the development phase. Subsequent reviews, tests, and

demonstrations create a f-edback of engineering changes and new

requirements which in turn must he analyzed from an economic and

operational viewpoint and proqrammed into a new design cycle.

T-he typical feedback loop is shown in Figure 6. The impact of

these charges on logistic,- support and production is included

in this evaluation (SM-12B). The engineering drawings, specifi-

cations, test procedures, anid other production engineerini docud-

mentation become the basis for contractual control of each end

item to be manufactured and tested.

SD-12 REVIEW AND APPROVAL SYSTEM DESIGN

Review and approval of system and equipment jesign is cc.ii-

ducted at designated review milestones. In-cluded are all aspects

of design such as performance, maintainability, packaging, struc-

ture limitations, safety, standardization, as well as support

requirements which have been generated based upon the design.

Changes are incorporated in t,'o engineering documentation and

detailed specifications. Design review and approval results in

concurrence of the development command to commit the design to

fabrication of prototype models. It is also the basis for pro-

visioning planning and preparing preliminary technical data.

SM-12A REVIEW AND APPROVE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND
SUPPORT EMIT ENT REQUIREM4ENTS

Designs are reviewed and approved to assure that establishedk

quantitative and qualitative logistics support requirements can
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be satisfied. Resulting changes and Lheir impact on support

requirements are reviewed for compatibility. Support manage-

ment assures tl.at the requirements of each elemeift have been

included and that 'tull consideration has been given to avail-

able items in the DoD inventory.

SM-12B EVALUATE IMPACT OF PROPOSED SYSTEM AND/OR
LOGISTI SUPPORT C-ANGES

Support management evaluates the impact of all changes on

support. Trade-offs are miade to develop alternative approaches

to eliminate discrepancies by changes to the design, support,

or to performance Predictions. Coordination of trade-offs and

choi:_e_-f :i11ternati-ves with design engineering and production

PM-12A APPROVE PRELIMINARY PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS

All system and equipment designs are reviewed and approved

to be sure that established quantitative and qualitative produc-

tion uequirements can be satisfied. Trade-offs, prime equipment

chances, and logistics support changes are reviewed for their

impa-,t upon production. The production manager assures that the

requirements of each production element have been included and

that full consideration has been given to use of available items

in the Department of Defense and industry inventories.

PM-12B EVALUATE THE IMPACT OF DESI SUPPORT CHANGES

At the time of the design and support requirements review

and approval, the production manager evaluates the impact of

all changes on production. In cases where the design or changes

to the design or support requirements do not meet producibility

requirements, trade-offs are made to guide correction of dis-

crepancies. Discrepancies may be due to such things as machine
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tolerances, material fabrication processes, long fabrication and

assembly times, excessive testing requirements, etc. Coordina-

tion of such change actions among production, design, and

support management is required.

SD-13 CONDUCT SUBSYSTEM DEMONSTRATION

As the design and test specifications are being completed,

subsystems prototypes are fabricated and tested. Performance to

detailed specifications should, be demonstrated. Wherever possible,

support requirements are verified during demonstration. Results

are evaluated and problems resolved.

SD-14 CONDUCT SYSTEM DEMONSTRATION

Demonstration of the prototype hardware system, value engi-

neering design reviews, and o' er corrective actions sho"Id be

accomplished while there is time to change specifications and

still impact the system as little as possible. Veriftication of

support requirements (SM-13) is part off the system demonstration,

Corrective action results from the change activity (see change

loon Figure 6, SD-'l through 14). The Govern~ient and contractor

joint tests demonstrate: (1) system capabilities and limitations;

(2) performance, control, maintainability, and reliability7

(3) availability and validity of technical data; (4) compati-

bility of subsystems; and (5) adequacy of logistics support

planning.

SM-13 and 14 CONDUCT DEMONSTRATION AND VALIDATTON
OF SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

Support management assures that all support requirements and

criteria (e.g., access provisions, technical data on the equip-

ment, repair time limitations) have been included in the design

and test specifications. In addition, prototype supQort
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resources (e.g., test equipment, tools, technical data, handling

equipment) are demonstrated to validate configuration and

specification requirements. To the maximum degree possible,

these demonstrations are conducted as an integrdl pdLL uf bysLeT

tests to assure that all support requirements are reviewed prior

to production release. Simulation models, laboratory tests,

mathematical models, and actual field tests are used. Testing

and validation continues until the total system capability is

demonstrated.

PM-13 and 14 VERIFY AVAILABILITY OF HARDWARE (PROTOTYPE)

In preparation for the subsystem and system engineering test

and demonstration, all prototype hardware and their supporting

items are delivered for test. Production personnel support is

provided.

SD-15 ESTABLISH PROPOSED PRODUCT BASELINE

Completion of system demonstration and incorporation of

the resultant cl1anges establishes the proposed product configura-

tion baseline consisting of all the specifications necessary

for initial production and first article testing.

SM-15 UPDATE SUPPORT PLAN

The support plan is updated concurrently with escablishment

of a proposed product baseline configuration. Due to long-lead

item release to production and the frequent lag in support

resource identification, limited commitment of some support re-

sources may be required. Commitment of resources to productio;

are coordinated with all support elements to insure compatibility

of requirements ai)d keep liter changes to a minimum. Inputs to

SD-15 include well-defined maintenance performance and measurement
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criteria, drawings and specifications 'or support equipment and

facilities, spares and repair parts lists and specifications,

technical data by type and format, personnel, training require-

ments, training equipment funding allocation for production, and

management data requirements.

PM-15A UPDATE PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS

The prodction plan is updated concurrently with the estab-

lishment of a proposed product baseline configuration. At this

time production management reviews the long-lead time releases

for both hardware and support resources. Appropriate action is

taken to commit time critical resources to manufacturing.

Commitment of all resources is coordinated with all production

elements to insure compatibility of requirements. Coordination

with system design and support management is necessary to assure

that the updated production procedures, schedules, ard require-

rents agree with the proposed product baseline ani the support

plan. This coordination will reduce later changes. Inputs to

the proposed product baseline include well-defined quality, time

and cost goals, production drawings and specifi'cations for thu

equipment and facilities required for initial test units, manu--

facturing processes and schedules, inspection and test plans

and procedures, industrial support procedures, personnel and

training requirements for follow-on production needs, and the

funding and control data criteria for subsequent fiscal funding

allo-ations and data feed-back requirements.

PM-15B ESTABLISH PRODUCTION CONTRACT DEFINITION PLAN

Concurrently with the updating of production requirements

for the test unit and when required to meet follow-on production

needs, a contract definition plan is established for follow-on
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production. This plan will be-,ome the basis for mass prodiirtion

of operational units. it sho ild include criteria fo--r contractor

bid proposals for the follow-cn units, its plcinning requirements

should be similar to those previously described in PM-9. Schedule-

balance requirement!s for the follow-on units should be included.

It also should delineate the requirements for government-furiished

versus contractor pi <duction) equipment and facilities, detailed

procurement specificat. ons to which the prime contractors and

subcontractors must abide, make/buy crit ria, detailed cost cri-

teria fc estimates required t o support further budget and fund

allocations, -ritica' material- requiremrents, and a "change pro-

cedure" wkich pr, vin es for r.-mid managercent review and decision

on any, L du-ti.on -hanqes.

SD-ii6 I UlTIATE tRODU TIC.'

F sta1hlirhrn-,ent of tt proposed hose line confiqurati on (SD-li5)

is foLlowe, by pioduction of initial units tor the first hOlock of

user .- 'rvi ce ar - operational siitali iity Iles" items. Fuirther

p._duc tion arnd sub~sequent corcurr(ont support. commitment~l-i re Con-

t 'n ent i-ipon formal ac'-epta-ce of produc, ost-line specificat ions

(50 1 711) *Support resources may or may not tbe acqui red Under the

Sa M pI rdu ct Ioil cont rac' I , dln pend in(; oni flte rocu remen t met hod

se lecte,!, the, na ture ot t heu svstem anid equipment, andI Liie con -

tractor c2apal il1i ty. en, ex a.pe m aq~h t be cons ide ration ft-

multi -year procuremc' t. Priori ties may be establ1i shed orn 1.i no-

of-balan11ce type sichedules to assure del !very cnsister,' with

ape rat ion -1 oh i e- tjIvC5 Where ippropriatc, caroll.1i r- procurement

,Ac7t] i1 s1hould t,. taken to aeqe(j re add lit i nal Li~~ a n nd
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SM-16 AWARD SUPPORT RESOURCES CONTRACT(S)

The logistic support section of the contract is based upon

the quantity, schedule, and planned utilization of operationai

equipment. Common resources are ncrmally procured thiough

appropriate DoD commodity inventory managers. Logistics support

management must define their procurement requirements for common

material and related technical data ir time to support test and

operations. Contractual exhibits and work statements reflectinq

test, activation, and operational support requirements are neqo-

tiated.

PM-16A INITIATE PRODUCTION OF TES' UNITS

The procurement specifications for ni,,i- har-re urits

are released. Materials are allocated :n ' t] '-rst test '.nit-

are fabricated. Provisions are made to ass, n first- ariLcI(,

inspection. Production inspection and test of he initial hard-

ware components is accomplished in support of cnqineerini devor-

strations. Facilities used in initial production ar-, ovaijl,iat,,!

for change prior to further production. Supplem'ental tra lnin':

should be accomplished to take care of 1nit1al producti or je:-

sonnel needs.

PM-16B REQUEST BID PROPOSALS FOR FOLLOW-ON UNITS

Production follow-on cont-act bid requ'sts slould 1)e issued

to the competing contractors. Proposal evaluation crite ra, sir-

lar to those described in PM-7B, shoulId he ( st lhlisi '-d.

SD- I7A "PLFT; DETAILED PRODUCTION SPEi'IFICATIONS

Ti-tv ,on tract end item specifications are compi,* .ted. .

ii
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are the "build-to" 2specifications and production engineering

drawings and documentation upon which acceptance and testing of

the first production article and follow-on production can be

based.

SD-17B CONDUCT FIRST ARTICLE INSPECTION

First article inspection consists of a review of drawings

and specifications against the first article of hardware. Accept-

ance of this product baseline configuration establishes a "Key

Approval Point" upon which follow-on production is contingent.

The review includes system design, logistics, and production

staff participation from the appropriate Service or OSD decision

level. The review should insure that producibility in design has

been achieved without compromising pystem concepts, maintenance

supportability specifications, performance, and costs. Changes

beyond this point usually result in block modifications which

are generally very costly in comparison to prior specification

and prototype changes. Any changes as a result of the inspection

must be made in conformance with current configuration management

directives and instructions. Inspection approval denotes formal

acceptance of the detailed specifications as audited and approved

contractual documents.

2 "Build-to" specifications and drawings are the documents
which describe in detailed technical terms the form, fit, and
functional requirements that the system/equipment was built to
meet. These requirements are very wide and complete in scope.
They include such considerations as mechanical and electrical
characteristics, reliability, maintainability, materiels, pro-
cesses, human engineering, packaging and marking, corrosion
control, safety, interchangeability, etc.
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SM-17A COMPLETE SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

Completion of support requirements specifications requires

action similar to SD-17A for support equipment and facilities.

Support management should assure appropriate inclusion of logis-

tics support test requirements in production specifications.

Each specification requirement should be reviewed to assure that

technical data, personnel and training, and supply support inter-

faces aro compatible with applicable configuration management

directives and instructions.

SM-17B CONDUCT PRELIMINARY SUPPORT EVALUATION

A preliminary support evaluation of the production units

should be accomplished during the first article inspection (SD-

17B). It is important that support features which contribute to

equipment readiness have been incorporated in the hardware in

accordance with specifications. Results of this evaluation are

reviewed as part of the "Key Approval Action" specified in

SD-17B.

PM4-17A TEST FIRST UNITS TO PRODUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

Production support for first article inspection and test

will be provided during demonstrations that confirm the equipment

meets "build-to" specifications. Review and acceptance of this

test establishes the product baseline configuration upon which

"Key Approval Action" for follow-on production is contingent.

This review and approval is conducted by production management

in coordination with system design and support management at the

appropriate service or OSD decision level. This test must con-

firm that producibility in design has been achieved without com-

promising system performance and equipment readiness. Corrective

action is taken where necessary. Production management is
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responsible for the release and manufacture of follow-on items in

accord with the audited and approved specification documents.

PM-17B EVALUATE PROPOSALS AND INITIATE FOLLOW-ON PRODUCTION

Concurrent with the acceptance of the first test articles,

proposals submitted by the various contractors for follow-on pro-

duction are evaluated. A selection is made. In cases where pr,-

duction quantities are very large, several contractors may be

selected. This may be done for normal operational requirements

or for future contingency planning. For major production runs,

product baseline approval establishes the configuration which is

the basis for further funds release.

SD-18 CONDUCT USER SERVTCE TESTS

Service tests usually occur at a user test facility in a

simulated environment. Resulting system, equipment, and support

changes are reviewed by the user and developer and incorporated

into follow-on production planning by engineering change proposals.

Test results include limited performance experience, technical

data validation, support and test equipment performance experi-

ence, equipment operator evaluation, and servicing and maintenance

experience. Requirements for significant changes may result in
the immediate initiation of a modification cycle as described in

blocks SD-23 through SD-25.

SM-18 COMPLETE DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION OF

SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

Demonstration and evaluation of initial support resources

and procedures are accomplished concurrently with the user ser-

vice tests and equipment acceptance (SD-18 and 19), These tests

should demonstrate achievement of all operational support readiness
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evalut-ions and tailure analyses are ac orrp1i} I- whe,-e --;upport

element functions and hardware performance ia-.l to meet specifi-

cations and goals. Required changes are processed in accord with

applicable configuration management directives and instructions.

PM-18A DELIVER SERVICE TEST UNITS

The hardware and supporting requirements are delivered to a

selected test facility for impending user service teF 9. Close

coordination between the development commands, contractors, and

the user is mandatoir. Acceptance tests are conducted as appro-

priate. Deficiencies in delivery and acceptance actions are noted

and fed back to production planning for corrective action.

PM-18B PROVIDE DEMONSTRATIONS SUPPORT

Previous production planning and contractual arrangements

should have included the requirements for production support to

demonstrate the first units at the user service test facility.

This planning should call for the proper mix of contractor and

government support. It should define all responsibilities for

accomplishing the test. Production support for this demonstration

should be based upon the requirements of the established opera-

tional and logistics support demonst.ration plan.

SD-19 ACCEPT SYSTEM FOR OPERATIONAL TESTING

Satisfactory completion of the service tests provides program

management with the confidence necessary to continue production

and acceptance of hardware in those quantities required for ini-

tial deployment to operational units. Further tests establish the

degree of achievement of operational readiness performance speci-

fications required by the contract (SD-22).
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Production requirements are updated by all elements based

upon the results of the user service test evaluations. The produc-

tion manageme-.t plan for follow-on units is updated to reflect any

changes in responsibilities, policies, controls, coordination,

communications, and schedules. The updated plan i, used for hard-

ware production activities needed to equip and support follow-on

operating units.

PM-19B INITIATE CHANGES TO PRODUCTION UNITS

As a result of changes made in production requirements (PM-

19A), equipment in production should be evaluated. Those changes

which will have a favorable impact on the requirements of ini+il

operating organizations should be incorporated.

SD-20 VERIFY AVAILABILITY OF ALL REQUIRED SUPPORT RESOURCES

Prior to equipping the first operational organization,

availability of all s' ;tem and support resources to planned

schedules should be verified. System/support commands, contrac-

tors, and using comands review and evaluate shortages, schedule

balance, priorities, delivery plans, inventory distribution, and

other applicable materiel management considerations. Coordination

between the operational and system/support commands is necessary

to apply corrective action and assure complete planning for opera-

tions and support. -ime-phased activity schedules include the

exact need dates and phase-over actions requireJ to furnish equip-

ment, tools and test equipment, spares and repair parts, tecbni-

cal data, trained personnel, training equipment, and other system

and support resources to the operating units.



PM-20 COORDINATE DELIVERY OF ALL RESOURCES

Production support of the first operating unit requires the

coordinated delivery of all system and logistics support resources

acccrding to pla'ined schc-dules. Productici management should re-

view and evaluate shortages, schedule balance, priorities, deliv-

exy plans, inventory distribution, and other applicable management

considerations for corrective action. Production schedules should

include the exact need dates and phase-over actions required to

furnish equipment, parts, data, personnel, and other resource-

necessary for the operating units support. These actions and need

dates, included in previously negotiated contracts, should be in

schedule balance with all plans and funding allocations.

SD-21 EQUIP FIRST OPERATIONAL ORGANIZATION (TESTF

Equipping the first organization can vary from the complex

installation and checkout of a missile system to the delivery or

a test unit. Similarly, the system activation and support effort

covers a broad spectrum. Contract end items of equipment are

shipped to the location of the designated test organization.

Appropriate phase-over actions are carried out by both develop-

menL and operational command porscnnei t- asiuc whc rapid and

complete accomplishment of this task in accord with preplanned

schedules. Installation and checkout includes receipt and accept-

ance of equipment and support resources, assembly, installation,

test, integrated system checkout, and verification of the system

and support resource performance as installed. Compatibility of

all interfaces is verified.

SM-21 UPDATE LOGISTICS SUPPORT PLAN

Subsequent to user tests and during equipping of the first

operational organization, the logistics support plan is updated



to reflect operational support changes to responsibilities, poli-

cies, controls, c-,ordination, communications, schedules, etc.

The updated plan is used for equipping and supporting operational

( anizations. The plan is the basis for staff actions in all

required support areas at successively higher levels of manage-

ment within the DoD.

PM-21A INSTALL EQUIPMENT AND CONDUCT ACCEPTANCE TESTS

Production support is provided to accomplish the actions

described in SD-21. The exact mix of contractor vs. government

support should be stipulated an requirements in the previously

prepared production plans and negotiated production contracts.

Phase-over actions by development and follow-on systems support

command management personnel assure the rapid and complete accom-

plishment of this task in accord with schedule agreements.

Appropriate acceptance records should be completed. Planning

deficiencies should be recorded for feed-back through the control

data system to future planning of follow-on units and similar

systems.

PM-21B CHANGE HARDWARE AND PLANS

C1 iges to the hardware and production plans should be made.

These changes should be based upon system/support/production evalu-

ations of the deficiencies found during the installation and

acceptance tests. The impact upon the production elements require-

ments should be analyzed and appropriate action taken to time-

phase those changes into the plans and hardware.

SD-22 CONDUCT OPERATIONAL SUITABLE DEMONSTRATION

A predefined demonstration of a full complement of equipment

is conducted by a typical user organization such as a ship, squad-

ron, company, or regiment during routine training operations for

a specified time period.



The demonstration objective is to verify achievcment of

operational requirements (including readiness performance) through

mission accomplishment in a defined environment with measured

manpower skills and established equipment and facllities support.

(See SD-9A through SD-10A on contract specifications develioprent.

The value of the demonstration will be in direct ratio to

the realism of the test ground rules and environment. Considera-

tions should include personnel selection bastd on available skills

and average manning levels, spare parts provisioning, test mission

profile mix, special test data requirements, special test equip-

ment, faciliies, transportation, weather, etc. Management

evaluation and control of such an operational test should be

directed toward containing the test within these established

rules and objectives. Care should be taken to avoid interference

with the detailed operations and a±iLenance management of the

test organization that would inject unrealism in the test situa-

tion.

PM-22 PROVIDE DEMONSTRATION RESOURCES

Production resources required to support the operational

suitability demonstration should be based upon the requirements

previously defined in the system operating, support, and produc-

tion plans. The requirements should define productior support

within the ground rules de-ribed in SD-22. The government and

contractor actions should be structured to avoid interference

with the detailed operations and maintenance management of the

test unit. Appropriate control of production records should be

main-ained such that data feed-back through the control data

activity (CD-16 to 24) assures adequate information for follow-

on production evaluation and future equipment production planninq.

4
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)- 23 IDENTIFY DE,"FICIENCI ES

A typical cTinge or modification cycle may be initiated by

any one of several operational situations such as (I) the inability

of the systcm or equipment to sati. fy its current requirements,

() changes to mission operational and support roles, (2) correc-

tion of discrepancies where the forecast operational and support

goals w-re unrealistic or inaccurate, or (4) equipment failures

caused by improper design or fabrication. In all cases deficien-

cies are identified and evaluated. Operational and value engi-

neering trade-off studies are performed to determine the effect

of these deficiencies upon future operations and support. A

decision is made with regard to further program action.

SM-23 EVALUATE SUPPORT CAPABILITIES

As part of the operational suitability demonstration (SD-22)

and concurrently with the identification of deficiencies (SD-23),

the planned logistics support capabilities are evaluated to deter-

mine how well they ,-atisfy support goals including readiness per-

formance specifications. Support management reviews all element

interfaces to see that control, communications, coor(_ 'ation and

data reporting systems do no impede attainment of the loqistics

support requirements fur readiness and cost. Detailed evaluations

include verificat n of personnel skill levels, training and train-

ing equipment, adequacy of technical data, availability of spares

and repair parts, adequacy of facilities, capability of support

equipment, adequacy of data collection and distribution plans,

and assessment of the overall support system capability to meet

its ieadiness requirewents.

PM-23 EVALUATE IMPACT OF DEFICIENCIES ON PRODUCTION

Deficiencies in equipment operations and logistics support

should be eviluated for their impact upon the planned production
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resources. These deficiencies may result from the conuitions

described in SD-23 and SM-23. In all cases, production manage-

ment must evaluate these deficiencies for the impact upon the

production :esources and element tasks. Trade-off studies should

be made to determine the impact o these deficiencies upon future

production planning. Study results should be included as infor-

mation for program management decision.

SD-24A PROPOSE MODIFICATIONS

Based upon the identified system and support deficiencies

(SD-23), alternate approaches for modifying the system and support

resour'es and procedures are developed. 'These alternatives incor-

porate the best of the field experience r~cornmendations as well as

innovations created by advances in technology. Emphasis is placed

upon the correction of the deficiencies by procedural or simple

workaround changes that do not degrade readiness. For example,

new methods of field .epair for electronic cards using available

tools and test equipment may be better than the risk and effort

involved in a functional design change to the electronic system.

The best approaches are proposed in the modification package along

with schedules, manpower., and cost estimates. The proposal should

comply with the requiremenV- of applicable configuration manage-

ment directives and instructions.

SD-24B DECISION TO MODIFY

Configuration control action approving the modification

package should be in accord with procedures implementinq current

configuration management directives and instructions. These pro-

cedures, directives, and instructions also establish levels of

approval authority. Review and approval action at the appropriate

decision level should include logistics and production staff



participation to insure adequacy of plannang for furth<tr produc-

tion and the logis ic support of operational maintenance activities.

SD-24C INITIATE ACTION TO CHANCE PRODUCTION

Where major system or equipment chenges are required, a new

production cycle (beginning with SD-16)for follow-on operational

units is initiated against the new configuration baseline. In

such cases, modification studies involve planninq sequences and

actions which are equivalent to the definition and development

phase tasks ieading to a normal product baseline. The detail for

each required action in this testing and analysis seauence may be

reduced as appropriate to the modification requirements.

SM-24 EVALUATE SUPPORT IMPACT OF PROPOSED MODIFICATION

Support management insures that the impact of any proposed

changes on the logistics support plan is evaluated by each

logistics support element. The combined result. of these ev~ilua-

tions are weighed. If changes are required, all changes to

logistics suppo t requirements are included in the proposed modi-

fication package.

PM-24A EVALUATE MODIFICATION IMPACT ON PRODUCTION

Pased upon the decision to modify the equipment (SD-24Bj,

production management should evaluate the impact upon future pro-

duction planning. Changes to production plans and resources

should be made in accord with the conditions described in SD-24A,

), and C.

PM-24B CHANGE PRODUCTION REQUIR[eENTS AND INITIATE REPROCUREM4ENT

As a result of the moxification decision, production manage-

ment should assure that detaile.d specification chanqes are made
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and such production plans and controls necessary .o elther ef fect

a production recycle or support . modificacion prograr under field

conditions. Reprocurement action should be initiated for any

resources required. Schedule balance for operatirnal aini support

requirements must be maintained.

SD-25 MODIFY EXISTING SYSTEM/EQUIPMENT

To assure mission success witnin the time constraints im-

posed by operationa... requirements and to satisfy safety, perform-

ance, economic, or other factors, it is often necessary to retro-

fit existing equipment. In this case technical compliance change

packager are prepared which specify the change requirements,

responsibilities, schedules, and funding by which the military

organizations or selectel contractors are to perform the required

modifications. These changes are accomplished at field, depot,

and contractor facilitics as designated by the appropriate :iystem/

support authority.

PM-25A PROVIDE MODIFICATIONS SUPPORT

Previously negotiated plans should include the policies an.i

responsibilities for providing modification support thruuqh either

government or contractor means. Tlh~i. modification support should

be scheduled in a manner to maintain optimum balance between

operation of the system production schedules. It is based on thte

modification priority necessary to achieve both operation a-.(

logistics support objectiver. Consid,ration is qiven to the

planned availability of resources and persorrel.

4.
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on operat inq uni ts should bec refined. This an. orTTAtiocl 1 s used

U'', the syst em's support comxrriands to proviue updated plarniog~ for

Further procurements, repair, and modifications. It is also use-

ful as expe'aJer_-ce antormat ion for project managers ergaged i., tho

planningl of new~ &ystems and equipmient. These updatedI require-

rents si ould include production sch,.dule balance for the remainder

of the proqIrai, . They should consider reallocation or disposition

of prociuctic-n resources bar-ed upon changes to thle required opera-
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Subsequent command anailysis involves comparisons of the following

type among the operating units: (1) mission performance, (2)

maintenance effectiveness, (2) supply responsP'enesz, and (4) hard-

ware failure trends. Unit performance of such parameters can be

weighed against command averages and trends.

Concurrent with ope-ational command management analyses,

the system support command will receive raw hardware failure and

s Wport data for analysis by the project system support marager

(and/or commodity manager). The results of these analyses are

used to update support and production planning for further pro-

curements, repair, and modification. They also provide experi-

ence information to project managers engaged in the planning of

new systemn. and equipment.

Reallocation or disposal of operational, support, and pro-

duction resources is based upon consideration of changes to the

required operational capability, technological obsolescence,

operations and maintenance costs, and the acquisition of new

equipment into the inventory. Integrated lo, .stics support and

production planning for futus'e equipment development and acqui-

sition should include data from operations and support experience

as an aid to management.



CHAPTER 3

PRCDUC I B I L I TY

Interface Rtsponsibilities:

e Plans and Controls Criteria for Configuration,
Quality, Cost, and Schedule Balance

r Manufacturing Characteristics for Systers and
Logistics Support Resources

o Inspection and Test Specifications

o Equipment and Tools Design Characteri-tics

o Production Facilities Design Characteristics

o Industrial Support Goals and Requi:ements

o Personnel Skills Requirements and Training
Criteria

* Fundinq Requirements, Allocation, and
Production Cost Criteria

o Control Data for Use in Design/Support/
Producibility Trade-offs
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3. PRODUC1I8LITY

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Producibilitv is the composite of characteristics which,

when applied to equipment design and production planning, leads

to the most effective and econooic means of fabrication, assem-

bly, inspection, test, installation, checkout, and acceptance of

systems and equipment. Froducibility includes considerations of

the materials, tools, test equipment, faciiitin, personnel, and

procedures which support the production cycle. Early operational

and economic trade-offs of the characteristics in equipment de--

sign, support, and production requirements provide increased

production effectiveness at least total cost. Producibility re-

quirements should be incorporated into equipment design and sup-

port system design specifications. They include such thinqs as

anticipated production rates, material limitations, standardiza-

tion, manufacturing constraints and risk areas (e.g. fabrication

limits on capabilities when forming, casting, forging, and ma-

chining), alternative schedules, numerically controlled tools,

etc. "Produzibility" should result in the optimum end result of

production resources availability, equipment readiness, perform-

ance, and cost effectiveness.

Surveillance over changes to designs and logistics support

requirements is required to prevent degradation of producibility.

As equipment designs are released, demonstrations with the pro-

duction resources must be conducted to see that the producibility

requirements are met. The results are analyzed and trade-off stu-

dies are made to improve producibility of the system. Inclusion

of producibility considerations in system trade-offs results in a

61
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firm specification basejine prior to mass production. Maximum

benefits are gained during early trade-offs. (See Figure 4.)

Fiqure 6 and the following paragraphs describe the relation-

ships among system design, logistics support, producibility, and

the other elements of production management.

3,2 DETAILED EVENT DESCRIPTION

P-2 PREPARE PRODUCIBILITY ESTIMATE

Based upon experience data (CD-2) from similc<- systems and

equipment, producibility estimates are made for inclusion in PM-2.

These estimates include consideration of common versus special

materials, supply of critical items, high risk areas intr'oduced

by new manufacturina processes (e.g., automated control techniques

such as numerically controlled tools), capability of government

cind industry production units, and recent techniques and con-

straints. Experience data from previous programs provide a sum-

mary estimate ot the current capacity for producing equipment and

should be considered in preparing the production capability input

to the operational capability document (SD-2). This is essential

to systems trade-offs so that the need for exploratory develop-

ment can be separatod from state-of-the-art conditions.

P-3 PERFORM PRODUCIBILITY TRADE-OFFS

Producibility considerations in system feasibility studies

(SD-3) require that design/support/production trade-offs be con-

ducted. The trade-offs determine the optimum balance amonq the

operational, logistics support, and production requirements and

capabilities prior to establishing producibility goals. These

trade-offs should consider such things as-
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6 Alternative forming and assembly methods and capacities

(e.g casting, forging, press forming, riveting, welding,

etc.);

* Alternative machine capabilities (e.g. lathe turning,

grinding, milling, cutting; and manual, automatic,

numerically controlled, etc.);

a Single vs. multiple fabrication, assembly and test lines

for optimum total production flow rates;

* Installation, inspection, test, quality, cost and sched-

ule balan e techniques and controls;

0 Available vs. new production equipment, tools, and

facilities;

4c itical material items status and forecast;

* Available vs. required personnel s]ills and quantities;

6 Preliminary estimates for funds allocation and control;

and

e Risks associated with production planning based on pro-

posed and projected capabilities, especially where

"state-of-the-art" advances are required.

Producibility trade-off decisions become i significant input

to the production concept (PC-4).

P-5 ESTABLISH PRODUCIBILITY PLAN PEQUIREMENTS

Selection of a total systems concept, including logistics

support and production, is followed by development of specific

producibility requirements for inclusion in the production plan

requirements (PM-5). They include producibility goals (i.e.

results of the considerations in P-3) for design definition,
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requirements for the identification and tailoring of production

specifications, and selection of methods to demonstrate achieve-

ment of producibility during subsequent phases. These require-

ments should be compatible with other production element inputs

to PM-5. They should be specific enough to be included in contract

definition work statements and specifications.

D-7 ESTABLISH PRODUCIB1LITY EVALUATION CRITERIA

Criteria should be established to evaluate the contractors'

ability to develop a producible system design. The criteria

should include suitable methods for evaluating the adc uacy of

quantitative predictions and measurements for equipment, facili-

ties, time, and cost as well as proposed plans for demonstrating

the attainment of producibiiity during the early portion of pro-

duction and test phases. Emphasis should be placed upon areas of

high risk to total production which might jeopardize schedule

balance, product quality, and total cost.

P-S PERFORM EVALUATION OF PRODUCIBILITY PLAN PROPOSALS

The contractors' producibility program proposals are evalu-

ated and scored. The proposal which best fulfills the criteria

of P-7 is selected as i pattern for further contract definition.

It becomes part of the production management evaluations (PM-8).

The contractors' producib.ility plans should contain:

* Producibility characteristics and goals;

* Re'ow demonstratlon and evaluation plans that will

lead t,_c product ba!ucline specifications adequate for

follow-on production runs (PM-17A)-

v Producibility trade-off and quick change procedures; and
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* Producibility guarantees and incentives applicable to

the particular system and equipmeit contract.

P-9 ESTABLISH PRODUCIBILITY GUIDELINES FOR DEsLGN

The characteristics, requirements, and goals are translated

into explicit system and equipment design criteria, such as:

* Constraints on critical types, quantities, and use of

materials;

* Forming, machining, and assembling constraints based on

estimated production capability;

* Estimated lead times for high risk production parts by

type and quantity; and

* Common item procurement limits and change conditions

relating to replacement of old with new production items.

P-10 UPDATE PRODUCIBILITY PLAN

During system and equipment design, the producibility plan

is updated to provide more detailed criteria. This action results

from the continuing analyses of production methods, drawinqs and

specifications, production engineering, systems enqineering, and

support documentation. The objective is to identify all key pro-*

ducibiLity "design to" characteristics 'or hardware components to

reduce production time and technical skills, establish optimum

schedule balance for the production phase, improve producibility

analysis techniques and inspection and test routines, minimize

requirements for special tools and equipment, provi-,'e cor onality

between similar logistics support and production requirements, and

provide control data feed--back to expedite desiqn and production

capability evaluations. Maximum emphasis should be q2ven to the

operational and value engineering trade-offs between reliability,
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maintainability, and producibility during thks design phase.

These integrated trade-offs must be performed such that the

resulting requirements impact on all elements can be evaluated ,nd

justified.

P-i APPORTION DETAILED PRODUCIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

As system specifications, drawings, and other production

engineering dctc'entation are completed, producibility require-

ments are apportioned to the detailed design of equipment. Pro-

ducibility constraints and limits for maintaining quality and

reducing time and cost for total production are assigned. Trade-

offs, performed as necessary, include analyses of types of

material, fabrication techniques, and assembly methods. The effect

of changes on equipment design and logistics support as well as

production should he considered. Producibility functions should

assure that operational and support effectiveness is maintained.

P-12 EVALUATE PRODUCIBILITY OF INITIAL TEST HARDWARE

During production of prototypes and hardware needed for sub-

system and system testing, acceptance evaluations are conducted.

The evaluations must include exalt-nation of all production methods

and equipment for compliance with the producibility requirements

previously incorporated into the specifications and plans. Defi-

ciencies must be evaluated for thoir impact on system uesign,

suppe'-t and production plans. Corrective action is i, de by con-

trolled chanqes to the drawinqs or production plans. These

chanqes must be in accord with con t.iuration manaqement directives

and instructions.

P-I' and -14 EVALUATE PRODUCIBILITY IN TEST CHANGES

uesaqn/support chanqes made as a result of the subsystem and
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system demonstrations must be evaluated for their impact upon

producibility. Evaluation results should be coordinated with

system design and logistics support so that all pertinent con-

siderations are included in trade-off studies. Approved changes

are incorporated into the drawings and specifications. End item

production drawings, specifications, and utliet data are changed

as necessary. Data resulting from these evaluations should be

made available for future planning of other production programs.

P-15 UPDATE PRODUCIBILITY PLAN

The producibility plan, including design guidelines for

further production haidware, is updated to incorporate all approved

changes. The plan becomes part of the proposed product baseline

(SD-15). It also may be part of the contract definition plan for

production depending on the equipment, type of contracts, and

rates of flow expected for follow-on production (PM-15B).

P-16 DEFINE PRODUCIBILITY CRITERIA IN PROPOSALS

Depending on contractual arrangements and timing, produci-

bility plan requirem-nts are ir Luded in the request for proposals

for follow-on production. The requirements (similar to those

described in P-5) should include well-defined speclficatlons up-

dated by the results of previous testing of the initial prod<-c-

tion units. They shovld specify needs and constraints relatinq

to schedule and cost. Balanced output of future proiucton urits

and allowance for contingency planning for future emergency con-

ditions should be the objective. For excmple, low to Iiqh flow

production may require alternative cc-.:derations for machining,

forming, assembling, and numerica. progran)mTng.
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P-17 EVALUATE -,IRST UNITS PRODUCIBILITY TO THE PROPOSED PLAN

First article inspection actions should place emphasis on

reviewing producibility deficiencies noted in previous tests and

system and subsystem demonstrations. This will assure that pre-

vious deficiencies have been corrected withoeit imposing new prob-

lems. Producibility requirements should be reviewed against

hardware to be certain that engineering changes up to this point

have not degraded producibility nor introduced problems which

may affect operations and support,

When required, and concurrently with the evaluation of the

first article, contractor producibility plans for follow-on pro-

dction will be reviewed and evaluated. The best proposal is

selected. The selected producibility plan becomes part of the

product baseline tor follow-on production (SD-17B and PM-17B).

P-18 EVALUATE SERVICE 'TEST CHANGES

Ccndu,'t of the user servicc tcst (SD-18) may te.-ult in

changies to the oper-it onal and loi sties support plans. These

chances should be evaluated for their impact on prociucibili ty

Final ,-ontikiurations should he based unon cnbined desiqn, sup-

portabl_ tv, and produci'lblity trade-offs.

P-l1 UPDATE PRoDUCIBILITY PLANS

Thle updated producl' , Litv plans becore the bas!s or c'valu-

atini ar:, yen rvi, am ,.: ot proiuchil ty durin- the

asenh)ly, "nsta1 l oit ,,'., tc ti. ce tests and final checkout o

eoui p, t cr the t rst orperat n, unit (SD-1 I

P-21 VALIDAT': PRQ'DUCIBILITY CRITERIA

Dur::,.: acceptance te-t .n,, insta I lt .on and checko,;t ol

ec< ic r'r .: '," th:t' ix t c'i.rt'lt 5 5 n t , tro Ic:: ii t spec1 ,cat on
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requirements are evaluated against the equipment and procedures.

Changes are made to the production hardware and plans accordinaly.

Evaluation results should be reported through the control data

system to assure that future planners will have visibility of

problems encountered.

P-24 EVALUATE OPERATIONAL TEST RESULTS

System and equipmeht changes resulting from the operational

suitability demonstrations a-e evaluated for their impact upon

producibility. Producibility changes should be rapidly reviewed

and incorporated into production (PM-24A and B) to maintain con-

figuration and quality control.

P-25 ESTABLISH PRODUCIBILITY PLAN

Based upon the results of completed tests and the modifica-

tion reviews and deci-iions, the producibility plan is updated

for use in future production. it is used by the system support

and comrodity c ,mmand functions for follow-on procurements of

hardware and other resources.
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4. PLANS AND CONTROLS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The plans and controls element defines requirements for pro--

duction proceoures and controls for maintaining configuration,

quali assurance, schedule balance, and cost effectiveness

Throughout the production cycle. It provides direction, regula-

tLon, and coordination necessary to meet producibility goals and

requirements. To satisfy operational and logistics support

requirements, production plans and controls events must include

the functions necessary to support development, fabrication,

assembly, installation, acceptance, test, and checkout :f the

prime system and equipment. It also must p-an for and control

the actions, techniques, and resources needed to perform those

functions. Engineering analysis is accomplished to assure that

all requirements are defined for those actions and resources which

must produce the major systems and equipment. Quality, configura-

tion, current and future cost-in-production and controls are

developed to assure production of the system or equipment to the

established reliability, maintainability, and producibility

requirements. Although sub-elements of plans and controls may be

separately organized, their events and interfaces are desciibed

here in a manner which will provide an integrated plans and con-

trols approach for the complete production management cycle.

During concept formulation and contract definition, produc-

tion plans and controls assess the current production capabilities

against the evolving system. The assessment is the basis for the

development of alternative production concepts and requirements

which are rther considered in the system and support feasibility

71
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trade-off studies. As development progresses, these concepts and

requirements become definitive specifications to be met by produc-

tion procedures and resources. Detailed production engineering

analysis must be accomplished concurrently with hardware and

support system design and updated as the system design evolves.

The engineering analysis documentation provides identification

and description of the fabrication, assembly, installation, test,

checkout dnd acceptance tasks, and the equipment, tools, facili-

ties, personnel, and procedures niecessary to accomplish those

tasks. It includes quantification of the above items by time and

place, personnel skills, tpes of facilities and use, and critical

material requirements. These analy-es are included in the control

data system for use by all elements in their further planning

efforts. Plans and controls are selectively tailored to the com-

plexity of the hardware and the production program detail required.

In addition to establishing the requirements and procedures fo

accomplishing all production actions, controls must be selectively

defined which will assure that configuration, quality, schedule

balance, and cost-effectiveness are maintained to meet progra i

objectives throughout contract definition, development, and pro-

duction. As used in this quide, the controls include such things

as:

The procedures, processes, evaluations, coordination,

records, reports, reviews, and approvals necessary to

identify, maintain status accounting of, and manage the

configuration of the item being produced and the associ-

ated actions and resources essential to its production.

Planning for and changes to the production configuration

must- be in conformance with applicable configuration

management and work breakdown structure directives and

instructions.
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" The proced,3res, processes, evaluations, coordination,

records, reports, reviews, and appr vals necessary to

diagnose, sample, measure, gauge, analyze, etc. the con-

figured item being produced and the associated actions

and resources essential to its production to assure

quality of delivered product. Planning for and accom-

plishment of quality assurance must be in conformance

with applicable directives and instructions.

" The procedures, processes, evaluations, coordination,

records, reports, reviews, and approvals necessary to

provide sr-hedule balance among all production element

actions and their interfaces essential to the planning,

producing, delivery, and subsequent production support

of the configured item. Selected schedule balance con-

trols must be in conformance with applicable DoD program/

project management control directives and instructions.

* The procedures, processes, evaluations, coordination,

records, reports, reviews and approvals necessary to

provide cost control (e.g. in procureme:it specifications,

budgeting and accounting procedures, work-loading pro-

cesses, production milestone checkpoints, fiscal funding

breakdown, etc.) among all production elements and their

interfaces through-ut their planning, physical production,

and subsequent production support actions.

Plans and controls events, policies, and responsibilities are

dependent on the complexity of the prcqram, degree of qovernment/

contractor involvement and the type of procurement. Figure 0 and

the following paragraph descriptions cover typical relationships

between the plans and controls element and other elements of

production inzaagement.
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4.2 DETAILED EVENT DESCRIPTION

PC-2 PROVIDE PLANS AND CONTROLS ESTIMATES

Plans and controls concepts used diring the production of

similar systems and equipment are provided. Requirements esti-

mates for alternative producibility concepts are developed. The

concepts and requirements estimates are included in the produc-

tion capability estimate (PM-2). The plans and controls estimate

should include current information on product configuration,

quality, cost, and schedule balance techniques, high-risk require-

ments experience from previous programs, summary information on

equipment, tools, facilities and personnel, and experience on

previous problems and deficiencdes.

PC-3 EVALUATE SYSTEM AND SUPPORT ALTERNATTVES

Concurrent with the development of producibility alterna-

tives, -fans anl controls concepts are defined and analyzed.

Preliminary production engineering analyses are conducted to

determine gross requirements for each of the alternatives. These

requirements are used to support the producibility and cost trade-

offs in the system feasibility studies (P-3 and SD-3). The plans

.nd controls evaluation should include:

" Qualitative and quantitative estimates of the personnel,

facilities, equipment, and tools requirements;

* Cost estimatos for definition and development phase

pioductien support and the initial and follow-on pro-

durtion requirements baxsed on estimated quantities of

produced units;

" Plan, and controls techniques required for each alterna-

tive, tnd
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0 A comparison of the identifiable high-risk areas for

each alternative.

PL.-4 ESTABLISH PRELIMINARY PRODUCTION CONCEPT

A preliminary production concept is documented to provide

guidance to the other production elements and for the definition

of further requirements. Depending on the depth of definition

required, the production concept should include:

a The estimated production locations;

* Gross schedules for fabrication, assembly, test, instal-

lation, checkout, and anticipated modification;

* Criteria for government vs. contractor support;

r, Preliminary inspection and test concepts;

* Types, quantities, locations, and use of equipment,

tools, and facilities;

0 Materiel procurement concepts and 2ritical item control.

and use;

0 Personnel and training concepts, including manpower

curves; and

0 Preliminary cost estimates and control data r-quirements

of all elements.

The concept document should be -ibmitted in summary form for

inclusion in the production program change re'uest (PM-4).

PC-5 ESTABLISH PLANS AND CONTROLS REQUIREMENTS

Productioi plans and ccntrols requirements are developed for

inclusion in PM-5. These requirements are the basis for contract

developed plars and conLrols during contract definition. They
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must identify project and contractor responsibilities for

further production planning events. The requirements may call

for or include, as a minimum:

* Definition of the contractors' production processes;

* Planning milestones and their interface with the

hardware design and logistics support schedules;

The criteria and techniques to be used for configura-

tion, quality, cost and schedule control, and their

demonstrations.

The selective plans and controls management and ana-

lytical techniques to be used;

* The criteria and limitations for definition of qovernment-

furnished production equipment and facilities; and

* The specifications for engineering analysis documenta-

tion and otner detailed and summary data which may be

requ i red.

PC-7 ESTABLISH PLANNING AND CONTROL EVALUATION CRITERIA

Contractor-proposed plans and controls should be evaluated

for their responsiveness to the requirements (PC-5). The evalu-

Ltion criteria should include means for:

6 Comparison ot the relative production costs in terms

of man-hours and investments in special equOlnent and

faci lities;

* Comparinq the impact of risk area modItic ation.s or chanqIs7

and

* Evz luatinq the production per-formance/cost irpact of

t rade-otf rationale relat ing schedule aqa inst current

production rates.
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PC-8 EVALUATE PLANS AND rONTROLS PROPOSALS

The plans and controls proposals should be evaluated to the

criteria established in PC-7. The results are included in the

production management evaluations (PM-8).

PC-9 APPROVE PRELIMINARY PIANS AND CONTROLS

Updated production plans and controls are a[proved for use

by all elements during development and production.

PC-10 CONDUCT PRODUCTION ENGINEERING ANALYSES
AND MONITOR PROTOTYPE PRODUCTION

System and equipment Fpecifications and drawings and pro-

gram plans are the basis for a production engineering analysis

to determine the required manufacturing actions and resources

considering frequency, time, and location. The analysis is inter-

faced with the system design and support analyses through docu-

mentation which identifies and controls chanqes anon, Jesigln,

support, and production requirements. Production enrineerinq

analysis idenifies the requirements for manufacturinq personnel

skills, equipment and tools, facilities, material item require-

ments, specific manufacturing processes, and schedule balance for

integrated production of the hardware iteirs. The analysis I(o 7.-!s

on a preliminary basis duinq early development and is contInual1'.'

refined to form the production planning contribution to tic pro-

posed product baseline (S D-E) Alt'ou,.d the det. alcd anaiys'

is used as a working tool witliin uovernment a'id -,ist ry proiuc-

tion organizations. summary analyses are provided for vslhil~tv

to program, desiqn, and support manaqement thi -u..-hout procs rerent

testini, and follow-on production.

*1d
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PC-12 UPDATE PLtiNS AND CONTROLS

Production engineering doc- ,-ntation is provided to inte-
$

grate the requirements, policies, procedures, and responjibili-

ties for initial and follow-on production. This documentation

will provide the basis for the control of revisions to configura-

tion, quality, cost, and schedule balance during subsequent

planning and manufacturing effort.

PC-13 and -14 EVALUATE DESIGN/SUPPORT CHANGE IMPACT

Changes resulting from subsystem and system demonstrations,

and logistics support evaluations should be reviewed for their

irl'act on production. Further requirements for initial and

follow-on production should be defineJ. Requirements for re-

sources common to logistics support and production should be

integrated. Special attention should be given to long lead pro-

curement items, high cost items, or high risk it,;, that may

impact follow-on production.

PC-15A UPDATE PLANS AND CONTROLS (TESTS)

Changes resultinq from the 'st evaluations should be

incorporated in the proposed product baseline plans and controls

PC - 1 5I3 FSrABLIS}I FOLLOW-ON PODUCTION REQUIREIMENT,

The updat, d plan,. and controls for test units form the

basis for requirerrents fo-r the tol low-on production plan.

TPhest, requirements should be simliar to those described in PC-5.

They are expanded to inc lude follow-on considerations such as the

ma e/buy crateria, iovernnt cootractor relationships for expan-

.ted faCl I1itI- and equipmrent, and the procedures, responsibll I ies,

and l ira t at .o s :'I c , t'. ! t or , qualita , cost, and schedule
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on f ro. through all levels of production. They should include

requirements for information necessary for production management

decisions on block changes to the follow-on units. These require-

mients should be included iLi the request for proposals for systems

and equipinient requiring additional procurerneit action at this

point.

PC-17A EVALUATE FIRST ARTICLE CHANGE IMPACT

Tests of the f-'rst hardware units to their "bUild-to" speci-

fications should be reviewed. The updated plans and controls

are included in the product baseline confikquraton (PM-liD) for

further production.

PC-17B EVALUATE AND APPROVE PLANS AND CnNTROLS

Proposals submitted by the various contractors for follow-

on production are evaluated and scored. The proposal selected

for the production of operational uinits becomes an inteqral part

of the production 'baseline (PM-17/B) approval for f-irther funlds

PC-I8 EVALUATE PLANS AND CONTROLS DIURING ACCEPTrANCE TEST

Discrepancies found durino thle acceptance ot the systo'ws

and equipment *or uset service tests should be evaluato.d. Cha-n-

ges to plans and controls , mrade as a result of any d is creparcles,

should be basecd upon aIoals i.-ld liri t s esalih u rin-, contract

negotiaticns far prokductio-n.

PC--20 FVALUZ\TLri PLANS AID CONTROI-S, -- vIRS'l U'N: DF!.I VERY

System/support coma(d,,nt ractor- , andi us ,nc con ma: .ds

reviewq and evaluate thle shortaics, schedule problers, pr;.ort .cs,

delivery- plans, nvevtoryv diist ributioun, and any other appl cal lc
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manaqement considerations for possible corrective action. Con-

current revie; of The production plans and controls is required

to assure that their time-phased activity schedules include the

cxact need dates and pha-eover actions to meet the availability

requirements for all system and support resources.

PC-21A EVALUATE PLANS AND CONTROLS -- INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT

The productlon schedules, procedures, interfaces, coordina-

tion actions, and conf-<ilration efforts which support installation

and checkout are reviewed and evaluated for any necessary changes.

PC-21B UPDATE PLANS AND CONTROLS

Plans and controls are tevied to incorporate all of the

chanqos required tor equppino follow-on operatinqL units.

PC--23 EVALUAPE DEFICIENCY IMPACF ON PLANS AND CONTROLS

Syster and sippor t chne ut rom t ho operational

sni tabi:ty deronstrat ion ate reviewed. All dficiencies should

be evaluated for thoir :r; moot on Ircduction plans aid controls.

P C-4A PROVIDE PLAN,_ ANT CONTROLS FOR MODII'ICATION EFFORT

i:uppIem.n t arv pl n s and c. nt rois a_-e prepared for ch a noes

to prdu :t 'on reso r' s 'or 'f od mod f -ons. Thee supple-

:'ent ar-y plans and contr'ols should e :nc IuduA in the prodluct ion

moa-;eieznt evaluations (1)M-24A ." hey mav b t0'e asis f,-r re-

"lI t S It It lcl,o ad ' t IonIl procu1remeCIt r Lc aion

pC III UPDATE 'AN A C .NR1 < S..

Ilans and controIs r iluit .rom all o hnoes are 1. r rp(-

rat' "ntO theO mt , f cat oreqIrfiiernts- P ac"k.~.a
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PC-25A EVALUATE IMPACT OF MODIFICATION-'

Plans and controls should be r*',,iewed and evaluated durinq

actual modifications.

PC-252 PROVIDE UPDATED PLANS AND CONTROLS (FUTURE PLANNING)

J| Plans and controls are updated to include all supplemental

information resulting from equipping the first organization and

conducting operational suitability demonstrations. 1I~ey should

be provided as part of the overall prodction requirewents pack-

age (PM-25) for use durinq subsequent organic or ccntractor

support efforts. The information also should be furnished for

future -loning (CD-18B to 2b).



CHAPTER 5

M A N U F A C P U]R I N G

Interface Responsibilities:

Q Producibility Characteristics and Requirements

o Plans and Controls for Fabrication, Assen.by,

Test, Delivery, Installation, and Checkout

o Inspection and Test Proceduire.- and Policies

o Equipment and Tools for All Manufacturinq

o Facilities Plans, Arraniements, and Use

o Industrial .upport Materials, Pesponsibilities,

-ind I rci~

a Personnel und Trainini tx_'ailab)ility and Use
Plans

e Find n%, Reiu i remtents, Allocation, and Cost

Cr i tid Fu r a

* Cr;,tr ol .)a ta for Ma:-,. iewen t and Fu t ure P1 ann ing/
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5, MT RING

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The manufacturing element should include all of the planning

events necessary to assure the economical fabrication, assembly,

test, delivery, installation, checkout, acceptance,and physical

demonstration of the e-uipment and systems to their specified

operational and support goals and requirements. These activities

may be accomplished in support of engineering test models, mockup

units, prototype hardware, field test hardware, and equipment

delivereu to the operating units. They may be in support of

military field and depot or industry supporting activities.

For better understanding, the following descriptions are

in order:

0 Fabrication includes the actions essential to creation

of a part by forming, cutting, lathe turning, milling,

drilling, and welding of raw materials;

a Assembly includes all steps necessary to fit the fabri-

cated parts into equipment, subsystem or system units;

e Delivery encompasses all actions necessary to assure the

transfer of materials, parts, assemblies, etc., from

their point of origin to the point of use;

e Installation includes all actions necessary to position,

hook up, and/or make ready the weapon systems and equip-

ment for service or se;

* Checkout includes those actions necessary to verify

that systems and equipment interface properly to each

83
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other and to the facilities, and coerate within the

limits specified by their specifications, drawings, and

procedures;

* Acceptance encompasses the monitoring and approval actions

necessary to provide formal written agreement between

partles that the system, equipment, and support resour-

ces have met a specific portion of a contract, or the

total contract; and

* Physical demonstration involves the operation and physi-

cal tests to prove that the weapon systems, equipment

and support resources will perform, within prescribed

environmental limitations, to established goals. Such

demonstrations 'ray be used to establish technical and

management procedures.

As applied to the manufacturing element, the descriptions

in this section are limited to providing technician support for

all manufacturing events necessary to meet program acceptance

milestones.

The manufacturing program primarily supports the production

phase of an equipment pro ram. However, it may be called on to

support concept formulation, contract definition, and both early

and late operation phases. The manufacturing planning events

and their sequential relationship to other production element

events and to production management are shown in Figure 6.

5.2 DETAILED EVENT DESCRIPTION

M-3 FABRICATE SYSTEM AND EQUIPMENT MODELS

Development of feasibility estimates described in SD-3,

SM-3, and PM-3 requires that different manufacturing techniques



be explored. The various techniques are developed to the extent

necessary to provide hardware which supports the systems and

logistics engineering tests of models and equipment fabricated

for the various study alternatives. Thce, must include such

things as techniques for processing new materials which may re-

quire different skills for welding, numerical programming of ma-

chine tools, and various forms of multiple machining tasks. The

system and equipment models may be i tilized through the contract

definition phase to assist in requirements definition and to pro-

vide a means of testing selected alternatives without having to

produce large mockups of actual hardware assemblies.

M-4 PROVIDE MODEL TEST SUPPORT

Alternative concepts using models developed in M-3 are

tested to make the proper selection of a final concept for con-

tract definition. Manufacturing technician support during this

period should be provided to evaluate the skill and model require-

ments for system definition and development.

M-7A to -9A FABRICATE SYSTEM AND EQUIPMENT MOCKUP

During the definition phase, mockups are developed to pro-

vide a simulated form-fit-function display of the complete system

and its equipment. Manufacturing support must be provided to

fabricate equipment and assemble and install the mockup to accu-

rately portray the requirements defined by initial specifications

and preliminary sketches and drawings. Special technician sup-

port is provided for limited engineering test of those high risk

equipments for which prototype hardware is built early in the

program.
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M-7B to -9B PROVIDE MOCKUP INSPECTION AND TEST SUPPORT

During proposal preparation, evaluation, and subsequent

approval, manufacturing technicians perform tests which assure

that producibility and quality criteria have been incorporated

into the system and equipment drawings and specifications.

Records and reports of these tests should be made available for

proposal evalation (SD-8). These recoras and reports also may

be required ror mockups being developed for government use. The

information should Le utilized for development of the production

plan. Use of the mockups may continue into the development phase

to allo system design and logistics support engineering person-

nel to evaluate required functions as they complete their detailed

design and support requirements.

M-i0 to -12A FABRICATE EQUIPMENT AND ASSEMBLE SYSTEM (PROTOTYPE)

As detailed analyses and design progress, equipment and sub-

systems are fabricated for experimental test. The productiu.,

run plans and controls designed to route materials, equipment,

sub-assemblies and assmblies through the shops are verified

against the experience gained in the manufacture of experimental

test equipment. The plans and controls encompass different forms

of machine groupings and shop mechanization. Initial numerical

control proqramming of machine groups or individual machine

setups may be tested in preparation for future high flow produc-

tion. Tooling combinations should be tested to provide the best

"mix" for programmed production units. Plant layout for equip-

ment (machines, tools, jigs, fixtures, etc.) and personnel will

be veritied. -re test hardware may vary from that scheduled

for production of initial units, these variations )rded,

and separate enoineerinq and manufacturing fabrication and assem-

bly models of the production equipment shculd be tested prior to

product .on of the fiirst operational units.
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M-11 to -12B PROVIDE EQUIPMENT AND ASSEMBLY TEST SUPPORT

Components, equipment, and subassemblies will be tested for

their performance to specification. Technician support is pro-

vided to conduct engineering form, fit, and function tests of

experimental hardware. Deficiencies are recorded in the manufac-

turing records. Appropriate action is taken through plans and

controls to assure that all drawings, procurement specifications,

and fabricated hardware are compatible.

M-13 and -14 PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM AND SYSTEM DEMONSTRATION SUPPORT

Technicians are provided to assist in engineering demonstra-

tion of the hardware. Logistics support requirements art, tested

to the degree practical on the prototype systems. Initial pro-

duction planning procedures are followed explicitly. Production

records must be kept on all deficiencies which occur during the

subsystem and system demonstration. A technician to enqiineer

interface is maintained throughout this demonstration to assure

that design/support changes are correctly incorporated into the

specifications and drawinqs. Appropriate action is taken to

change and retest hardware to the revised specifications prior

to establishing the proposed product baseline.

M-16 and -17 FABRICATE FIU,_JT PEN UNITS AND PROVIDE
FIRST ARTICLE ACCEPTANCE SUPPORT

Award of production contracts for initial hardware ind sup-

port resources is followed by release of production orders for

fabrication of the first test units. Prog;rar ,ing of these test

units through the fabri cation cycle is accomplished to hal1an':,d

schedules established in the plans and controls. Componnt,

equipment, subassemblies and assembl ies are produced and

delivered per schedule by the govc.irment ard prime, saoci ate,
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and subcontractors. These units are scheduled for first article

inspection to evaluate their conformance with specifications.

Technician support is provided for this inspection. Production

records are maintained on all actions and deficiencies. Manage-

ment records should note the adequacy of planned facilities and

toolin.i to meet production sp,2cifications, schedule of produced

items against their program milestones, mechanized control of

discrepancies for fabrication (e.q. numerical programming, class-

of-work, arrangement of machine tools, progressive manufacturing

arrangement 1or materials and personnel), and manufacturing to

engineerinn t-st interface problems during flow of manufactured

units.

I!-IHA PERFORM ASSEMBLY AND CIiECKOUT

Subsequent to first article acceptance, manufacturing support

is provided to assemble, install, and check out the equipment in

the opetat n(,, and support confIqurat on required for user ser-

vice tess. Dependin~i on the prcqram, the assembly and check-

out effort mcav be conducted at eithor i contractor fac lit or

qovernment taci I;ty. A combination ot contractor an : 'ervi,-e

personnel may be used. F() the maxin ,In de~lree practIcable, t;e

sk ls of the support technicians should airee w.th the skills

spcif (,,eI tot u uctr operation and raintena!)ce. G:ela il , a corr-

bI ned tech I ci a n/e14 1i ner texrn is used for the, d ci ost rat Ions and

eva luat I en. Co)nha no cnt rae tar/use - production and coord i na-

t Ion rtc-,rd Is as:.ure. that, ,if Ic Is tI ou r1 f Ir l,, servI Cc tests

arc- rco)rded and re-p oIted t r appr -)pt-rI a ot dc act ion ci.. re-

vi sinn of t h -)roduc t ion spec I t Icat p- ,, 1lar , ain,.] c nt roIs

M -18B PROVIDE PRODUCTI ON RUN FBRICATION AND SUPPoRT

Up)l awa-d t~l ftelow on prdIuct lon contracts, r-anufacturlnq



organizations begin production of equipment on schedulc re!eased

by production order. This action begins with a timited effort

to equip the initial operating unit and gradually increases to

the needed capacity for achievinq ?lanned production rates. The

effort continues through the production and operational phases

until all follow-on operating units have been equipped and modi-

fications accomplished.

M-20 PROVIDE RESOURCES DELIVERY SUPPORT

Manufacturing support is provided to deliver resources in

accordance with the schedule milestones previously established

.n the plans and controls. Appro-riate phaseover actions between

contractor and government uri.ts responsible for the delivery and

acceptance of resources must be planned and accomplished. Or .iani-

zational policies and procedures must include a complete manu-

facturing delivery and support interface. Records are raintained

for all delivery actions. Deficiencies are fed back wo plans and

control units for corrective action.

M-21 PROVIDE ACCEPTANCE, ASSE1 BLY, INSTALLATION, AND
CHE 'KOUT SUPPORT

Manufacturing support similar to that descrlbed in ,--i8A !s

provided for acceptance, assembly, installation, and clh-eckout

support cf the initial operational test units sc'ld tor ,,Ita-

bility demonst: -ti n. For systems such as rcrlitt or iromJ

transportation, there may onri; be a requirer, it t ,r an ac' ,ptar ' e

function. Systems such as miss 11e,, co IP)(,x P,, And a , he,,

installations require combined contrdket )r, developer , and ;r r

support dur irn th- _ ~rhI~~n-4h X~ ~ F r na v c

tinue through the operational sult.ability deronst rat ion andl

beyond. In all cases, tormal acceptance records s hou]. r, '11 t.-

lished amono the contractor, system suppot c'faz: , an, the
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using command prior to conduct of the controlled suitability

demonstration.

M-22 PROVIDE DEMONSTRATION SUPPORT

Technician support is provided for the operational suita-

baiity demonstrations In accoIdance w-ith negotiated contracts.

Manufacturing support, if necessary, should not interfere with

the normal operataons and maintenance provided by the operating

organizat ion.

M-24 FABRICATE AND/OR RESTORE RESOURCES

Based upon the decision to modify the ',.ardware (SD-24B),

noe plans and controls may require new production equipme.'- or

odai' atacn of existini equipment. Adjustments to the manufac-

tur'in i a.alaties and toolanq also may be required. Manufactur-

pua I irn, Pust be accomp ialished in accr d with prevously

-A O'pV'D M0DI FICAT ION I;UPPORT

11os, 1ications requ:rinai field support by the manufac-

11>1i,, ot it 1o; must be in ac-,)rd with supplemental plans and

c i)ntr.ls, At-,,c ribed Ln PC-24A.

b -- ... V.. F._._RT _FOI.LOW-ON OPERAT T N I tN I TS

"<t500 1 d: I 1 -S[ to ct ais provided to equip all follow.-on

. It' I-t ? 1IMI tr S. F io id ct;'n aC ian support may be rcqt ired at.

oatcL 1,01 io ,n OperktI 1 iii t based upon phaseover requirements

;S, vsiy~rlvoo! ilite,, Mminutacturinq supp)rt should be a result

'I t -adie-c[t stuld a es scnud .ctt-d to ao.+ iey . the most effect i ve and

,'colnovT Ica I!, 1 1 very, Isemb y , ins tal lat ion, checkout and .uppovt

pr ,c Q .o r orkcan zat aona I., ;Aertwredi ateo , or depxot units. The
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support should include the "mix" most favorable to the operational

readiness of equipment. It should Le furnished in accordance

with updated plans and controls used by the syster operating and

support command functions. It should be in consonance with the

delivery requirements for the follow-on operating units. Planning

must include safety and emergency requirements essential to over-

all production and support eftectiveness.

=4
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6. INS.PEC'riON AND TEST

6.1 INTRODUCTION

'The development of new equipment and the iinpi ivement Of

existing equipment requires e'.,ar increasir-g machine precision

and test measurement in manufacturing. The major objective of

the inspection and test element is to identify and correct pro-

duction engineering documentation and practices which would.

otherwise lead to unsatisfactory materials, parts, subassemb)lies,

and assemblies becorinq the basis if,-r high volumie production.

Whnereas plans and controls described in Chapter 4 dealt with the

qudiity controls aimed toward the prevention of defects, the

descript.'ons in this section cover the planniny4 for procedures

and physical determination which assure that parts, irateriails,

equipment, subassemiblies, and assemblies conform to thJrawin,,s

and specifications. In g3eneral, inspection and test Is t~le exarP-

ination or measurement of equipment to compare it with!, s5eclici-

tion and/or contract rcquirements. Inspection and tsat~s

include consi deravtion of tolerances, allowances, I li ts 0, :

and various forms and fits. It ai" P i-st Co'n;i ieIrH ~ .pk

of inspection (e.q. trlru, ni pllrt sa'~,'-p1 r A

functironal, endurance, destruct 7ve pH 0 rN cor'p :t' prta.

qrxrdn1unQ,' ofU prime importance is- O'e t'' ern t"

quality and tini formity ot prcxL." tt '' t 'p t

nspect ion1 and test planna " " r

limnitod to, reqjuarements for the 1

T *he idn tmt:nand Jo-r

tests whichn assur'ta h ire rr

produces equ ipmei hchrtO :stO *'c:
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0 The identification and description of the records and

reports which document the results of inspection and

test:

* Quantification of inspection and test resources sched-

uled by time and place;

* The identification and description of the government/

contractor representation and interrelationships for

conduct of the inspections and tests; and

* Technical assistance to design engineering during iden-

tification of requirements for inspection and test

equipment and development of test procedures.

Figure 6 and the following paragraphs describe the direct

relationships among inspection and test and the other elements

of production management.

6.2 DETAILED EVENT DESCRIPTION

IT-2 REVIEW CURRENT INSPECTION AND TEST CAPABILITY

Current inspection and test methods and procedures are

reviewed for their application to the type program being consid-

ered. Although little may be known about the equipment to be

designed, it is necessary to identify inspection and test experi-

ence along with other production management requircments for use

in the program development plan. This should be done prior to

the trade-off of alternative systems and equipment. Problems

which have occurred during previous program inspections and

tests fe.S. endurance and destructive inspections) should be

made known. Operational and logistics support experience should

be examined to determine the risks on similar programs.

; %pan



IT-3 DEVELOP INSIPECTIOIN AND_ TESTALTERNATIVES

Various system and support alternatives require the conisid-

eration of x-Inspection and test concepts. Thv'se concepts shouldl

apply different techniques, equipments, and prograrirnino, approac,-,s

to accomplish inspectioin anr test. Based upon experier_:e.. data

inspection standards for miaterials should b-.e revle wed. TCchniO:-_cs

for dimension inspection of parts during their :ianufacture shou'l-d

be reviewed. .4dvantage should be taken of other studies which

have recently exaiinined teclinologicaL progress. The inspection,

and test alterna~tives should be an, integral part of the produci-

bility trade-offs desc2ribed in P-3.

IT-4 ESTABLISH PRELIMINARY INSPECTION AND TEST CONCEPT

A preliminary inspection and test conce-L Is includod a!s

part of the production concept (PM-4) selected as a result of

the producibility trade--offs (P-3), it will be the basis for

the definition of further inspection and test requirements. The

inspection and test concept will include, but is not limited to,

such things as:

* .stimatec? inspection ar-1 test l(-cations;

e Schedule milestones for the inspecti_ . and tests;

* The criteria for and relationships of organic and con-

tractok, inspection a~id tests during experimental, initial

production, ani follow-on production;

% The documentation techniques to be used;

o Preliminary facilities estimates;

e Special equipment, pe~rsonnel, and training criteria

which may be required for inspection of risk elements;
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e Preliirinary inspection and test cost estimates; and

* .ontrol data requirements for inspection and test docu-

nentation necessary to configuration quality and cost

controls.

The inspection and test concepts should be included in the pro-

duction concept package (PM-4).

IT-5 ESTABLISH INSPECTION AND TEST PLAN REQUIREMENTS

Inspection and test plan requirements must be developed for

inclusion in PM-5. They are the basis for development of more

detailed inspection atud test plans anC specifications during the

contract definition phase. The rec, irements must identify 6er-

vice and contractor responsibilities for inspection and test

actions during the production program. These requirements include:

* Definition of the inspection and test practices to be

considered in the proposals;

* Inspection and test milestones and interfaces to other

elements;

a Guidelines and specifications for demonstrating the

inspection and test procedures early in the production

program-

* Selected methods and analytical techniques to be used;

a Criteria for and limitations of government representa-

tion during contractor inspection and test;

* Methods by which records and reports will be acquired and

documented; and

* Procedures and specifications for documenting the analy-

ses and other detailed and summary data requirements.
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IT-7 ESTABLISH EVALUATION CRITERIA

The criteria to evaluate inspection and test plans should

include responsiveness to all requirements previously defined in

IT-5. The criteria should also include compatibility with the

producibility specifications, plans and controls, relative ability

to effectively limit defects in equipment and procedures, and

comparative risk to schedules and cost.

IT-8 EVALUATE THE INSPECTION AND TEST PLAN PROPOSALS

The inspection and test plan proposals are evaluated in

accordance with the criteria established in IT-7. The evalua-

tion results are included in the production plan proposal evalua-

tion (PM-8).

IT-9 APPROVE INSPECTION AND TEST PLAN

Inspection and test plans are approved for further defini-

tion of procedures during the development phase.

IT-10 PREPARE PRELIMINARY INSPECTION AND TEST PROCEDURES

Inspection and test procedures will be selectively prepared

to fit the manufacturing processes, personnel skills, equipment

and tools, materiel item requirements, and schedules essential to

integrated inspection and test of all hardware items throughout

their life cycle. The documentation will specifically include

means for maintaining change and cost control of the inspection

and test procedures. It must include the interrelationships

among the subcontractor, contractor, project, and command func-

tions to assure management visibility throughout equipment design

and production unit inspections and tests.
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IT-12 CONDUCT INSPECTION AND TEST OF ENGINEERING
TEST COMPONENTS

During fabrication and assembly of the production items

(M-10 to -12-A), inspections and tests are conducted in accord-

ance with the procedures required by IT-10. To the maximum

degree practical, computer programrring techniques should be con-

sidered during thlas experimental production phase. Numerically

controlled measuring devices which measure distortion, shrinkage,

and surface variations may be used for the tests. Program tapes

and cther records of inspections and tests must be kept for evalu-

ation purposes.

IT-13 and -14 CONDUCT SUBSYSTEM AND SYSTEM INSPECTION AND TEST

Subsystem and system inspections and tests may cover endur-

ance, destructive, assembly, and procedural demonstrations on the

prototype systems. Inspection procedures should be followed

explicitly and records kept on all deficiencies. Inspection and

test technician-to-engineer interface should be maintained

throughout the demonstration to assure that design/support chan-

ges are correctly incorporated into the inspection procedures and

drawings. Where necessary, retesting should be conducted to

assure that the revised specifications and procedure-, are veri-

fied and approved orior to establishing the propr>ed product

base'

IT-15A UPDATE INSPECTION AND TEST PLANS AND PROCEDURES

The inspection and test plans are updated to include all

changes resulting from inspections and tests of prototype equip-

ment. The revised plans and procedures should be c1cly inter-

faced with plans and controls established in PC-15A. Changes

which may affect the overall production goals will be included
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foi -valuation in the updated producibility plap (P-15). The

updated inspection and test plans and procedures become an

integral part of the requirements for the initial production of

equipment (PM-15A).

IT-15B ESTABLISH REQUIRFM ENTS (FOLLOW-ON PRODUCTION)

Concurrently with preparation of inspection and test plans

and procedures for the nitial production equipment, inspection

and test plan requirements must be established for inclusion in

the production contract definition plan (PM-15B). The reauire-

ments should be similar _-) those described in 1T-5. They should

be expanded to include follow-oi production requirements such as

the criteria for the interfaces among the commands, projects

and contractors, policies, and procedures for inspection and tests

and schedule and change control system responsibilities. Manage-

ment visibility requirements for identifying schedule slippages

and defective parts ot equipment should be included. These plan

requirements should be provided for inclusion in the request for

proposals for follow-on production (PM-15B).

IT-16 CONDUCT INSPECTION AND TEST OF INITIAL HARDWARE COMPONENTS

Inspection and test procedures are applied during fabrica-

tion of the tirst test units. Insoection and test control points

should be established between projects and primu, associate, and

subcontractors. Rigid control system disciplines should require

immediate corrective action on defects. Results from the inspec-

tions and tests should be evaluated and effective corrective

action taken through quality control procedures to prevent defects

during follow-on production. Drawiings, specifications, procedures,

work cares, and other production engineering documentation should

incorporate accurate and detailed inspection and test requirements.
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I2-17A "ONDUCT TR,'I ARTICLE INSPECTION AND TEST

Tcst and inspection technician support should be provided

for the first article acceptance. Records should be maintained

on all actions and deficiencies. Specific change actions must be

accomplished where inspection and test procedures are found to

be deficiont. Management records should cover such things as:

" The adequacy of the inspection and test procedures to

measure and demonstrate the hardware to the production

speci fications;

e Acl, evement of the inspection and test efTort to the

scheduled nrilestones,

* The adequacy of manual and/or mechanized inspection for

making determinations of hardware acceptance; and

* Copatiblity of the communications and documentation

interface for uninterrupted flow of data on manufactured

u n.1 t s.

IT-17D EVALUATE AND APPROVE FOLLOW-ON PRODUCTION
INSPECTION AND h.S'F PLANS

Proposed inspectioti and test plans should be evaluated and

scored. The evaluations should be based upon the requirements

establislsed in IT-15B. They should consider changes made durinq

first article inspections and tests on the initial hardware.

Coordination should be maintained to assure that inspection and

test requirements are thoreuqhly understood by all (iovernment and

cont ractor participants. The updated inspection and test plans

are the basis for requirements in follow-on production contracts.
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IT-18 to -22 PROVIDE INSPECTION AND TEST SUPPORT AND
UPDATE PLANS AND PROCEDURES

Inspection and test support is provided during fabrication,

assembly, delivery, installation, and checkout of the equipment

provided for service tests. The inspections and tests must be

in accord with previously negotiated contract requirements. Com-

binations of contractor and service inspection and test personnel

may be utilized during this period. It is mandatory that the

change control system provide for rapid technical and management

review of defects found during inspection and test of the initial

operational test units. The defects shoulc be recorded, evalua-

ted, and corrective action taken for high volume production.

The inspections and tests must be accomplished in schedule bal-

ance with all other production element actions. Management

visibility of slippages which may affect the production pro,ram

is essential. The inspection and test effort is continucub

throughout the remaining production and operational phases as

required to equip follow-on operating units. lIr cedures must he

continuously updated to provide a baseline for any furth r modl-

fications or reprocuremnents which may be required.

IT-24 EVALUATE CHANGE IMPACT

Desi.., support, and production changes are evaluated for

their impact upon the inspection and test procedures, whlch

should be modified as necessary. Tie adjustments should e in

accord with the plans and controls revisions made in PC-24B.

IT-25A CONDUCT INSPECTION AND TEST DURING MODIFICATION

Inspection and test of modified or recesign,,d equIpip'Olt is

accomplishud. These activities should be in accord with previ-

ously negotiated qround rules and should incli[!e tt. t (on -

tractor and government support capabilities.
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IT-25B UPDATE: INSPECTION AND TEST PLANS AND PROCEDUPES~

Plans and procedures should b~e updated to include all sup-

l emental inforrnat-,on res~iting from tests of the first operating

orqjani zat ion. These plans and procedures should be included in

the production requirenrents package (PYI-25) for use during subse-

quent goverrn ent and ., ntractor suppc--7t effort. Together with

the mranage(ment tecl.niciues employed during the production cycle,

they should be furi~i shed as ,nformat ion for future planninq

(CD-IRB t : -20. They provide a hascilne for ongoinq production

tests and should be included in DaD-Industry preparedness plans.



CHAPTER 7

EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS

Interface Responsibilities:

0 Producibility Characteristics in Design and
for Use

* Plans and Controls for Production Concepts,
Actions, Requirements, and Equipment and
Tools Analysis

* Manufacturing Processes, Requirements, and

LimitationsrI
e Inspection and Test Requirements andSpecifications

* Facilities Plans, Design Characteristics and
Use

* Industrial Support Plans, Techniques, Require-
ments, and Available Resources

* Personnel ind Training Requirements and
Human Interface Evaluations

0 Funding Requirements, Allocations, and Cost
Criteria

* Control Data Needs and Use for Evaluation of
Equipment and Tools Performance, Improvement
and Management
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7. EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The equipment and tools element must assure the availability

of required equipment and tools to perform production and common

support functions at all locations for the lowest overall cost

during the equipment life cycle. The ability to perform planned

manufacturing actions and unscheduled maintenance actions, which

may cause downtime on production equipment, depends on the ade-

quacy of equipment and tools identified and developed concurrently

with the prime system and logistics support resources.

Equipment and tools consist of all the machine tools, jigs,

fixtures, handling and test equipment necessary to support the

entire production process. They may be categorized into special

(peculiar to the program being considered) and common (commerci-

ally available or currently in government inventory) groupings.

Consideration for the common use of equipment and tools must be

included in the operations, logistics support, and production

planning. Where feasible, existing and/or standard equipment

and tools should be used to achieve program cost benefits. This

must be done without jeopardizing operational and support perform-

ance and readiness.

The equipment and tools planning events and their sequential

relationship to the other elements of production management are

shown in Figure 6.
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7.2 DETAILED EVENT DESCRIPTION

ET-2 PROVIDE CURRENT EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS ESTIMATE

Included in the production capability estimate (PM-2) is an

assessment of tools and equipment used to conduct similar pro-

duction efforts at various subcontractor, contractor, and govern-

ment locations. The estimate should consider recent advances in

techniques for the design and fabrication of equipment and tools

as well as their use in experimental and operational test pro-

grams. Assessments should include uses of computer controlled

equipment for manufacturing, inspection, and test processes.

ET-3 DEFINE EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS ALTERNATIVES

Equipment and tools trade-off studies are conducted to

satisfy the alternative production concepts being considered

(P-3). As part of the producibility trade-offs, consideration is

given to available equipment and tools experience (ET-2). These

trade-offs should consider the technical feasibility of numerical

control programming ar.A other new techniques. The overall cost

and desirability of developing new equipment and tools to manu-

facture components for several different systems must be consid-

ered.

ET-4 ESTABLISH PRELIMINARY EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS CONCEPTS

Lquipment and tools concepts are selected on the basis of

maintainability, reliability, cost, and producibility trade-offs

(P-3), and in accord with the plans and controls concepts (PC-3).

These concepts are documented in the form of equipment and tool

requirements needed to support anticipated production rates.

They are the basis for the initial plan requirements (ET-5).

They also must satisfy the selected system and support concepts

(SD and SM-4). The concepts are documented for inclusion in PC-4.



.T-5 ESTABLISH EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS PLAN REQU1RemENTS

As part of the production plan requirements (PC-5 and PM-5)

equipment and tools vlanning criteria is defined for:

* Types and combinations of machine tools and groupings

required for the manufact.ire of the prime equipment an,"

support. resources;

* Special fabrication, inspection, and test equipment and

tools;

o Use of avai2.able plant equipment and tools,

* Funding of new or additional equipment and tools;

* Development and acquisition plan for acquiring and/or

fabricating new equipment and tools;

* Plan for additional quantities of contractor/government

furnished equipment and tc ; and

* Schedules, responsibilities, and interface requirements

for contractor/government relationships during the acqui-

sition and use of equipment and toIs.

ET-7 ESTABLISH EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS PLAN EVALUATION CRITERIA

Eva'l:ation criteria are developed for determining the com-

peting contractors' resp -siveness to the equipment and tools

plan requirements (ET-5). The evaluation criteria should also

cover the identification of and justification for proposed special

equipwent and tools, equipment and tools maintainability, common

uti].ization for production and logistics support, and the cost to

design, develop, and procure recommended special equipment and

tools. The evaluation criteria are included in PM-7 f. r overall

production proposal scanning.
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FT-8 EVALUATE EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS PLAN PROPOSALS

The equipment and tools plans should be evaluated against

the ci Iteria csLablished in ET-7. Evaluation results are inclu-

dod as pa.rt of PM-8.

ET-9 APPROVE EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS PLAN

An equipment and tools plan is approve for use and further

definition durino the development noase. It becomes part of the

production plan (PM-9) for inclusion in the development contracts

(SD-10A). It authorizes the contractor to proceed with develop-

rert of production equipment and tools in quantities required

for fabrication, assenlblv, and tests during development. Based

upon lead times for experimental production, action is initiated

for procurement of special equipment and tools in the quantities

estimated to be required. All special and common equipment and

tools are evaluated for make or buy decisions, ProcuremTent action

is scheduled to meet faorication, assembly, and test need dates.

ET-10 UPDATE REQUIREMENTS AND BEGIN DESIGN

The equipment and tools -equirements and plans are modified

and updated continuously to agree with changes to design, new

design, and the plans and controls requirernents (PC-10). The

selection of equipment and tools for experimental production

should be compatible wherever feasible with those anticipated

for production of operational uA its. Continual interface actions

are required among system design, support, and production engineer-

inq to assure that common equipment and tools can be utilized

wtiere possible. Equipment and tooling design is accomplished as

a result of the emerging system, support and production require-

rients (SD-10, SM-10, and PC-10).
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ET-I EVALUATE SPECIFICATIONS AND SYSTLM DESIGN

Specifications for equipment and tools are evaluated against

program equipment design and logistics support systeE design to

assure that all interface requirements are met.

ET-12 to 14 UPDATE FQUIPMENT AND TOOLS SPECIFICATIONS
AND DRAWINGS

Changes resulting from system subsystem, and support test-

ing are evaluated for their impact upon the equipment and tools.

Equipment and tools soecifications and drawings are updated to

agree with changes to system and support design.

ET-15 PROVIDE EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS PLAN REQUIREIMENTS

(OPERATIONAL UNITS)

The requirements for equipment and tools are included as

part or the contract definition plan for pro<,uction (PM-15B).

These requirements should be similar to those of ET-- as modified

by the experience gained during fabrication and demonstration of

experimental test units. They should include the results of the

latest specifications and drawings changes in ET-12 to 14.

ET-16 UPDATE DESIGN AND PROVIDE EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS
(INITIAL PRODUCTION UNITS)

Equipment and tool design drawings and specifications are

updated by changes resulting from review of the proposed product

baseline. Special tools are fabricated or procured for the pro-

duction effort. Long lead item equipment and tools should be

fabricated or procured early in development. This act;on is

required to maintain schedule balance for production of jiitial

units.
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ET-17 EVALUATE CHANGES AND MODIFY THIE EQUIPMENT AND
TOOLS FOR FOLLOW-ON PRODUCTION

Changes resulting from the first article inspection should

be evaluated for their impact upon the equipment and tools.

Rapld modificatlcn action must be accomplished to make equipment

and tools available for follow-on production. All revi.sed speci-

fications and drawings hecome part of the product baseline for

review and approval of thle configuration and for funds release

tor eeulpment and tools needed for fol low-on production.

ET-1S EVALUATE CHANGE IMPACT ON EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS

Changes resu!ting froo service test of the prime system and

u rtcaxro.c ita should be evaluated for their impact on pro-

uuctc<' ccipe &t ;a < s. Common equipment and tools to be

used later during user operational and maintenance activities

should be evaluated for performance relative to meeting system

maintainability and availability requirements.

ET-19 UPDATE EQUIPMENT AND TCLS REQUIREMENTS

The equipment and tcols requirements are updated to provide

configuration compatibility with the prime system design and

logistics support resources. Equipment and tools are modified

or procured as required to meet the changed requirements.

ET-20 PROVIDE COMMON EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS

Common equipment and tools required for government mainte-

nance or for combined government and contractor use in preparing

for operational suitability demonstration should be delivered as

scheduled. The equipment and tools may be used for inspections

and tests, assembly, installation, checkout, modification, and
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maintenance actions. Contractor to government phaseover plans

should include all requirements and actions.

ET-23 EVALUATE CHANGE IMPACT ON EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS

Production plans and control changes resulting from the

operations and support evaluations conducted during the opera-

tional suitability demonstrations should be reviewed and evalu-

ated for their impact on equipment and tools. Recommendations

should be included in the production management evaluations

(PM-23).

Er-24 UPDATE EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS REQUIREMENTS

Production change requirements (PM-24B) developed as a re-

sult of the decision to modify the system znd equipment (SD-24B)

may require changes to the 2quipment and tools. These changes

should be in accord with the revised plans and controls (PC-24A)-

ET-25 PROVIDE EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS FOR MODIFICATIONS
AND IJTURE PRODUCTION

Supplemental information resultinq I-om tests "nd modifica-

tions are incorporated into the equipment and tools plan. New

or modified equipment and tools are provided for field or future

production use. The updated requirements should be furnished as

control data to future production planning.

i)



CHAPTER 8

F AC I L I TI E S

co Pro)-ucilitv in Desi(_n Characteristics and
Use Evaluation Criteria

* Plans and Controls for Cn'-cepts, Actions,
Requirements, and Facilities Evaluatlions,

* Marnufacturixnq Processes, Requirements, and
Limitationis

oInspection and Test Requicemunts and
Lima tat ions

* 1.quiprnunt and Tools Design Characterasti s,
Plans, and Requiremknts

o Industrial Support Requirements, Forecast
Availability, ind Cri tical I temn Limm tations

1 Personnel and Traininq Concepts, Plans, and
Human Interface Ev1uLatIOnS

C)Funid i Req-a-lirenien t.- Al loca tions,, a-nd Cost

c'Comt rol .Dat a Needs and Uise tur E'vaI ua ion
Far 1 it ies Performanice, I mprovecnen ' , and
mo naq onion t



8. FACITITD.ES

8.1 INTRODUCT7ON

The facilities element assures the availability of required

facilities for experimental, initial, and follow-on production

activities. Facilities planning is based on the combined opera-

tions, maintenance and production analyses, the prime equipment

drawings and specifications, and all production documentation.

it defines the ty e of facilities, locations, sn)ace needs, envi-

ronment, duration and frequency of use, and pelsonnel facility

interfaces, and incorporates the installation, assembly, *est,

and fabrication activities needed for the p-:oduction program.

Schedules for development, construction, and acti.,ation of

facilities should consider construction delay experience caused

by seasonal weather and other effects such as labor negotiations,

soil conditions, etc. Facilities planning for production requires

close management attention through all phases of the equipmcnt

life cycle. Positive coorlinat)on with all other project ele-

ments is required. Early dererminations of ownership and joint

utilization plans for facilities should be made.

The facilities planning events and the-i relationship to

the other elements of production manaqemont are shown in Fij ure (o

8.2 DETAILED EVENT DESCRIPTION

FA-2 PROVIDE CURRENT FACILITIES ESTIMATE

Assessments are made of existing facility capohilii(,s fo r

producing similar systems and equipment. This assesmcrnt i3
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FA-4 ESTABLISH FACILITIES CONCEPT

The facilities concept is selected oii the basis of th, pro-

ducibility trade-offs (P-3) conducted concurrently -ith the ;vs-

tern and support feasibility studies (SD and SM-3) The facL] l i,

concept is included in the preliminary< production concept pacri,',a

(Pc-4).

FA-5 PROVIDE FACILITIES PLAN REQUIRFMENTS

Facilities plan requirements are prepared for inc lusion

in PM-5. They include, but are t limited] t(:

" Cri 'eria for contractor nd go'c: -me L owred facilities

to produce experimental and fC¢Li - .1 systens an -

equ pment;

" Real estate and construction speclihi tions;

" Combined production/support facilitlis requirement ; for

modifications, reprocurements, depot level activ ti e ,

etc..

o Phasing ;lan criteria for use and disposition o:

try and g:;overnflent facilities,

V Life cycle cost and budqet estimates tor the lundiu

schedule (F-5) ; and

* Location quide.

FA-7A SELECT, SCHEDULE AND/OR DESIGN FACILITIES

Procurement lead time and construc ion of initial odcu.-tion

facilities requires early proect act,_on to develcp facIlity, I0-

sign specificat ions. Ph s archi t.ect-engineerinv task wai be
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be evaluated for responsiveness to the requirements (FA-5),

identification of and justification for new facilities, and cost

to design, develop and acquire the proposed facilities.

The evaluation ratings, recommended changes to requirements

and schedules, allowable deviations, and contractor recommended

revisions should be included in the production management evalu-

ation report (PM-8).

FA-9 APPROVE PRODUCTION FACILITIES

Proposed facilities construction is approved and funds are

allocated for experimental and long lead initial production

facilities. Facilities design is completed and construction

bids are solicited for the initial facilities. Programming action

is initiated to request tentative funds authorization for follow-

on production facilities. This action is based upon the type

of procurement and scheduled use of facilities.

FA-10A BEGIN FACILITY CONSTRUCTION (PROTOTYPE)

Selection of the best construction bid marks the beginning

of facility construction. Continuous surveillance over develop-

ment of all system design, logistics support, and production

requirements is needed to ensure that design and support changes

are given proper consideration for their impact on facilities.

Changes impacting facilities require reevaluation of funds and

schedules by all production management elements.

FA-10B VEPRFY AVAILABILITY OF INITIAL FACILITIES (MANUFACTURING)

Initial production facilities are evaluated for their com-

patibility with the plan requirements. Progressive reviews for

facility adaptability to system design, support and production
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requirements identified during installation, checkout, and test

of facility equipment are evaluated and corrective action is

i nitiated.

FA-II VERIFY AVAILABILIY OF FACILITIES (EXPERIMENTAL TEST)

.acilltios for experimental proof and destructive testing

anu the subsystem. and system demonstrations are evaluated for

their compatibility .%ith pla.. requiremei.ts and their capability

to satisfy system, support, and production testino- requirements.

Chanqes identifie,.i durinc; use of tlhese facilities are evaluated

a-nd correctiv'e -cti!, is initiatea.

IA-I APPRoVE TL'N ATIV' P!")DUCTION FACILITY PIZd.GRAM
INITIAL vt.T I'.r)
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FA-15B ESTABLISH FACILI1'IES DEFINITION PLAN
(FOLLOW-ON PRODUFI ION)

Where it can be shown as an advantage to the government to

provide fac Lities for multiple program use, optional facilities

definition plans may be prepared for bid proposal as part of the

follow-or production proposal package. This plan should consider

requirements sirlilar to those itemized in FA-5. The requirements

should be expanded to include follow-on production facility needs.

They should be in accord with the plans and controls requirements

established in PC-15B, including early scheduling for long lead

production.

FA-16A EVALUATE FACILITIES PROGRAM (INITIAL PRODUCTION)

Facilities programmed for initial production will be evalu-

ated during the manufacture of initial hardware. A close inter-

face will be maintained among system, support, and production

elements during these evaluations so that changes are reviewed

and new facilities requirements identified in a timely manner.

FA-16B PREPARE FACILITIES BID PROPOSALS

Selected contractors complete proposals for prc 'uction

facilities required to produce follow-on equipmert (FA-15B).

FA-17A EVALUATE FACILITIES PROPOSALS

Facility oroposals submitted by the contractors are eNalu-

I ated and a contractor selection made. The selected proposal

will become part of the product baseline for apptcval of final

configuration and funds release for facilities.
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FA-17 INITIA. CONSTRUCTION-FOLLOW-ON FACIIJTIES

Facility construction will be released to meet lead time

requirements. Equipment and tools installation, checkout, and

testing "'nr these facilities will be accomplished prio-r to initi-

ating follow-on production.

FA-18 ACTIVATE PRODUCTION FACILITIES

Incorporation of changes resulting from review of the

product baseline configuration and the user service tests marks

the point of acceptance of facilities for follow-on production.

Facility design will be further tested and verified during the

initial manufacturing actions.

FA-21 UPDATE FACILITIES PLAN

The facilities plan is updated to provide guidance for

later production activities (PM-21B). Critical volume require-

ments, rearrangements of machine groupinqs to support follow-on

schedules, identificati n of special interface requirements

between contractor and government elements, and other special

requirements are included.

FA-23 EVALUATE CHANGE IMPACT ON FACILITIES

Changes resulting from the operational suitability demon-

strations should be reviewed and evaluated for their impact on

facilities. Recommendations will be included in the production

evaluations (PM-23).

FA-24A MODIFY FACILITIES

Production change requirements (PM-24B), made as a result

of the decision to modify the system and equipment (SD-24B), may



require some change to the facilities. The.e changes must be

compatib±e with the revised production plans and controls require-

ments (PC-24A). Facility modifications and support for those

modifications will be in compliance with previously negotiated

contracts.

FA-24B UPDATE FACILITIES REQUIREMENTS

Supplemental facilities information resulting from the pre-

vious actions is incorporated into the facilities plan. The

updated plan is provided as part of the overall production manage-

ment package (PM-25). It is used during subsequent service or

contractor support efforts. It should include all management

procedures and technical information to be employed during the

remaining production period. The plan shoulO be furnished to

control data for future project planning (CD-18B to 26). It

also should be used as part of baseline data for future DoD-

Industry production preparedness planning.



CHAPTFP 9

I N DU Si R T A L S U P P O RT

Interface Responsibilbties:

o Producibility Considerations in the Selection,

Control, and Use of Industrial Support

o Plans and Controls for Requirements, Configu-
ration, Qality, Cost, and Schedule Balance

o Manufacturing Processes, Actions, and

Inte rf aces

o Inspection and Test Procedures, Locations
and Limitations

* Equipment and Tools Lists, Locw.ions a.,d
Use Plans

o Facilities Layouts, Locations and Use Plans

o Personnel and Training Availability and Use

* Funding Requirements, Allocations, and Cost
Cri teria

o Control Data Requirements foi Experience and
Performance Measurement
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9. INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT

9.1 INTRODUCTION

Rapidly advancing technology, the advent of larger and more

sophisticated weapons systems, and the urgency to maintain our

country's defense position have brought about new demands for a

closer teamwork between industry and government. This provides

us with a challenge to deliver highly reliable arid maintainable

systems and equipment on time and at least total cost. Our com-

plex systems and equipment encompass every field of manufacturing

expertise. They involve multitudes of suppliers. The suppliers,

in applying their special skills and kno~ledge, must meet the

system requiremeitts. The government must outline the require-

ments in sufficient technical detail to insure an effective

syst-m. In most complex systems, a continuing seri2s of govern-

ment-contractor iteration of the requirements at ever increasing

levels of detail is necessary. Thbse actions demand an interde-

pendence among service projects, commands, and contractors such

that each opportunity to reduce costs or improve the product must

be evaluated with respect to the impact on the total system.

Industrial support is the element of production management

within government and industry projects and functional organiza-

tions that maintains general continuous surveillance over, arid

asses-ment of, the combined production materials and resources

essential to the acquisition and use of all current systems and

equipment. The industrial support element within government and

industry projects controls the selection and programming of ma-

terials and other resources essential to a project's production
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processes. It includes the planning events, decision points,

and interfaces essential to:

* Establish effective relationships among projects, prime

contractors, associate contractors, subcontractors, and

procuring elements;

a Establish priorities for critical materials distribution;

* Control multiple orders for common and special items;

o Establish standard and state-of-the-art manufacturing

processes and controls;

* Establish systems for regulating and reducing costs and

changes for multiple program iroduction activities; and

a Rcsolve conflicts among government, military, and pri-

vate sectors of the economy.

Figure 6 and the following paragraphs describe the events,

decision points, and relationships of the industrial support

elements to project managemfiit and its elements.

9.2 DETAILED EVENT DESCRIP3 'ON

IS-2 PROVIDE CURRENT ASSESSMENT

Estimates of ii. .strial support capabilities for systems and

equipment hiaving similar production requirements must be provided

to assure their proper consideration in the system feasibility

studies. As overall systems specifications and production con-

cepts are defined, the production requirements will be analyzed

to d,_terwine the degree to which they are fulfilled by existing

industrial support capability. The current industrial support

capability estimate is essential to this analysis (PM-3).



Industrial support assessmerts should include summaries of

problems and deficiencies previously expe, :?nced on similar pro-

duction programs. They should cover priorities for obtaining

materials, capabilities of similar system production teams,

techniques and policies for material ordering, and collection

and evaluation of techniques (e.g., valu: engineering, cost

reduction, change control, performance measurement, resource

criticality, and advanced production techniques). The assess-

ment should cover both the techniques required by DoD directives

and guides and advanced techniques developed or being developed

by public and piivate technical management specialists. Source

information for these considerations may be found as part of

the production experience data (CD-2). Information applying

directly to a particular system and equipment project should be-

come part of the current production capability estimate (PM-2).

IS-3 DEVELOP INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT ALTERNATIVES

Industrial support alternatives lre defined and analyzod.

These alternatives will specify different ways and means of using

the total n ;ional industrial resources and controlling their

priorities, They will assi>;t in developing the concepts ben i

studied in P-3.

IS-4 ESTABLISH INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT POLICIES

Industrial support policies are documented conc-rently

with the selection of a preliminary production managemenit con-

cept (PM-4). They provide guidance f-tr further definition of

production requirements. Depending on the depth of definition

required, the industrial support policy should include criteri.a

for:



* The relationship between 3overnment and contractor

production units during production resource development;

* The priorities and scheduling of critical materials7

* Application of techniques and information (IS-2);

a Government plant representation;

* Utilization and control of programming techniques such

as nuierical tool control; and

* Inter-projects, inter-services, and government inter-

agency support.

IS-5 DEVELOP INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT PLAN REQUIRE4ENTS

Industrial support plan requirements must be developed for

inclusion in PM-5. These requirements become the criteria Eor

development of the industry and government portion of tho pro-

posed plans during the contract definition phase. The require-

ments must idontify both the government project and contractor

manager responsibilities for development and use of industrial

support to production. They must spccifically call for all, or

portions of, existing dilrectives, instructions, and procecures

which apply to the industrial -;uiport concepts (IS-3).

IS- 7A E.STABIS INSB 1NDU-rTIAL SUPPORT MANAGEMENT PLAN

Industri il support management criteria are establised in

the production masaqemvnt plan (PM 'A) . Oranizations, -:esponsi-

P lit es, i tertaces, and workinrg procedures must be identified

for such nos as:

* induwtrial support application to the equipment project;

* Critical item contiol;



e Review and allocation of materials (i.e., priority and

schedule balance);

9 Government/contractor interface (i.e., plant representa-

tion, productio- commodity item procurement, and

inventory, etc.); and

e Procedures and controls for qovernment furnished equip-

ment, property, and data.

The industrial suppcrt management plan will also include

related funding and schedule information.

IS-7B ESTABLISH EVALUATION CRITERIA

Evaluatio, criteria are established for comparing and rating

contractor responses to the policies and req!,irements previously

described. These criteria are included in the production ranage-

ment evaluation documentation (PM-7).

IS-8 EVALUATE P. 'POSED PLANS

The source selection board evaluates all industr&Al spport

plans as part of production manarement evaluations (PM-S).

Industrial support elements ar' -valuated and scored for their

responsiveness to the criteria ani reorui rements.

IS-9 APPROVE INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT PLAN (TEST %NITS)

The selected industrial support plans ore approved as part

of the production development plan. They should be updated to

reflect the results of contract definition and the mana,,ement

plan requirements covering the controls, policies, fundinj,

schedules, and responsibilities for industrial support. The

industrial sapport plan should include specific information on



tke detai le-d concepts and requireiments prevlously outilred in

IS-4 and -5. it should include specil:c reference to specifi-

cations, or portions thereof, -.'nich apply to resource use

controls i!_ch as configuration, schedule, quality, cost, data,

inventory, procurement, materiel, manpower, budiet and] finanIce,

and security. The interfaces with all production :fanaqement

elements shoulo be O elined.

IS-10A PREPARE INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT ACQUISITION DOCUMENTS
AND ALLOCATE RE-SOURCES (EXPER-ImENTrAL TEST)

Concurrent Aith the Tranufactur!, of test units and ti-e pro-

diuction planni nq for Initial. onor atlonal units, documentation

should be established for accuirinq and aloaiamaterials and

resources for on,-ineerinci test. This dou)ttc rovides

gjuidance to Droduct ion manac-ement for review, an:: a lo'cation of

materi a is and other pr-duct ion resour-ces in' ac(core th the

scl odue s ndthe odut cn-linoerl_ r, arn1vses descr'1) Ie in

IC-e-. 1acouom% 1 on te d JI t rla i OO oll 11" r,,Couc7-

ccsuseli In i~poi~ e'eo~ot.~ tni aoth . v

prcspert -ormance, value lnac cent rol system- s, aindC spedif'ic

IS-.1 OP 1POT ABIT-! onNba'I r.o vo ,r LN (IN.-riAl. PRODUCT IL-N)

As coO-n r.,; et:1 ott tlrknlO~our ea,,r 1% ,,per'mn a11~li Pr'O-

duct ion", t'-e Jeta:ld docme"i ion' de'Veloped in IS-JOA shouldl

(Ire~ee L -vlate are ulto Can pcfcPlan reqou ire-

rrert s houId I crllfl~ itial prouct0Tn.



IS-14 UPDATE INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT DOCUMETS (ENGINEERING TLST)

Industrial support documentation is updated to reflect any

requirements changes resulting from system demonstrations.

Evaluation and approval by system design, loqistics support, and

production management is required.

IS-15A UPDATE INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT PLAN (INITIAL PRODUCTION)

The revised industrial support documents (IS-14) become

the basis for an updated industrial suppert plan proposed for

initial production.

IS-15B ESTABLISH PLAN REQUIRESNEIJS (FOLLOW-ON PRODUCTION)

Concurrent with the establishment of a proposed product

baseline configuration, industrial support planning is accom-

plished for f-Ilow-on production units. This planning should be

accomplished in time to guide long lead item releases for materi-

al and other factors essential to follow-on product. a (PM-15B).

IS-16 ALLOCATE RESOURCES (INITIAL PRODUCTION)

Industrial support resources are alloc Led for init:al

production in accord with the industrial support plan ( S-15A).

The allocations and their control are based upon the plans and

controls requirements (PC-16).

1S-17A EVALUATE FIRST ARTICLE CHANGES

Industrial support evaluations should be conducted to

determint the impact of first article test changes upon commodity

items or other common resources to be used for future production.

These changep are reviewed for interface effect upon other pro--

jects or contractor activities which may be involved in similar

system and equipment development.



1 S-_ 1 VLUT 7FSE PAS ANYD Ai,! 2 JA.TE P,,, URCES

Th1.c indu st r Ial sup port recou Irees oire upda ted and,

res ources a1llocated as a result of prolu-ct baseline approval.

All n-,uutrral support i-terfaces with othx' production manage-

rent e, -ents and_ the assit7,nment of responsibl.ty for delivery

arii u1se _: ndus-rial support' resources should be roviLewed for

the.,ir ad euuacv : n suuppor-t.na the production proqrarr.

1 S- 1) UPDATE INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT PLAN

Dciqiniti unit production and serv'Ice test, the i-'nd-us-

Lr ia1 support plans are evaluated for use In follow--on production.

Liaiscn actions and comiv n.:at ion chanjnels amnnQ. plant represen-

tatives are rtoviewed for their ability to maintain established

schedules. Where schcdule slippaces occurred due to the improper

de livery or use of material item, s, manac~ement action should be

talk-en to aevyelop appropriate recovery plans and all these plans

should be reflected in the updated industrial support plan.

IS-23 EVALUATE CHANGE IMPACT

Deficiencies in follow-on production, equipment operation,

arid logistics support should be evaluated for their impact upon

the industrial support plans. Trade-off studies should be made

among all elements to determine the impact of these deficiencies

upon future industrial support planning. Study results should

be included in production manageme.nt decisions for further pro-

gram action.

TS-24 UPDATE INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT PLAN AND ALLOCtiPE RESOURCES

Approved requirements changes are included in an updated

industrial support plan. This information is utilized b,,, the
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systems support comrinands and contractors to provide planning

for further procurements, repairs, or 7,odifications. It is

also provided as experience information to project managers en-

gaged in the planning of new systems and equipment. The infor-

mation should consider reallocation or disposition of industrial

support resources based upon operational chanqes, equipment

obsolescence, and other operations and support factors. Alterna-

tive industrial support plans should be J.]1w i in any produc-

tion preparedness plannln and should cover expected future

contingencies.



CHAPTER 10

PERSONNEL AND TRAINING

Interface Responsibili ties:

0 Producibility Requirements and Personnel
Performaoce Demonstration Criteria

* Plans and Controls Including Concepts, Policies,

Tasks, Times, and Demonstration Procedures

o Manufacturing Processes, Tasks, Procedures,
and Policies

o Inspection and Test Policies. Procedures, and
Limitations

* Equipment and Tools Drawings, Specifications,

and Operations and Maintenance Requirenments

o Industrial Support Requirements ind Policies

o Facilities Requirements for Spec.ial Skills

and Training

o Funding Rqui:ements, Allocations, and Cost
Criteria

o Control Data Rcquir- ':-r"ts tr Experience and
Performance Measurement

13 1.



10. PERSONNEL AND TRAINING

10.1 INTRODUCTION

The personnel and training element defines the requirements

for, selects, and trains the personnel needed to produce the

system and equipment. Early in the system and equipment life

cycle, realistic estimates of current production manning capa-

bilities must be made. These estimates are made in terms of the

numbers and skills needed to produce similar systems and equip-

ment. As alternative hardware concepts are developed, system

design and lc-istics support decisions must be made with due

consideration for their impact on the production manpower and

training requirements. The selected requirements are translated

into specific manning documents in terms of numbers of personnel

and .e types of production skill classifications needed. Early

projections of training requirements should be made. Training

requirements should consider system and equipment complexities

and production lead times so that training can be completed prior

to the time maximum production rates are established. Personnel

requirements established by the contractor, government, and ser-

vices should be evaluated against manpower availability. All

deficiencies should be corrected by training actions and timely

manpower commitments to maintain production schedule balance.

Figure 6 and the following paragraphs cover the events and

relationships among personnel and training and the other ele-

ments of production management.

132
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0. 2 DETAILED EVENT DESCRIPTION

PT-2 PROVIDE CURRENT PERSONNEL AND TRAINING ESTIMATE

Es'imates ;F personnel available for production of the

specific system or equipment should be developed. These per-

.!onnel and training esti.mates are predicated upon current and

sirilar equipment production experience. These estimates are

recorded in te ms of quantities, skills, special training re-

quirements, and overall trend curves depicting the availability

of trained personnel during the expected life cycle. The infor-

mation must be included in the production capabili y estimates

(PM-2).

PT-3 DEVELOP ALTERNATIVE PERSONNEL AND TRAINING CONCEPTS

Estimates of the personnel and training requirements are

made to support the various producibility trade-off study alter-

natives (P-3). Consideration must be given to the expected

tasks, identification of skills, manpower availability (PT-2),

special training needs, availability of training facilities, and

the impact of the requirements or other production elements.

PT-4 ESTABLISH PERSONNEL AND TRAINING CONCEPT

Per:oo:nel and triining concepts are established as a result

of the producibility trade-offs (P-3). These concepts should be

in accord with the system design and logistics support concepts

cstablis':d in SD-4 and SM-4. The concepts must also be compat-

ible w-th the plans and controls for production, manufacturing

concepts, and the government/contractor interface concepts.

TI't include tentative identification of any special personnel

requirements not urrentiy in the production skills inventory,
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assessn:unt of conceptual changes to existing pe" onnel use pat-

terns, ana evaluation of the tentative impact "pon training

equipment and facility needs for future production. These per-

sonncl and training concepts becomne an integral part of PM-4.

PT-5 DEVELOP PERSOIEL AND TRAINING PLAN REQUIREMENTS

Personnel and training plan requirements are developed as

inputs to PM-5. These reciirements include criteria for the

development of production pesonnel and training programs during

contract definition. Preparation of request for proposals does

not always require definitive production personnel estimates.

However, if total package procurement and life cycle cost esti-

mates are required during contract definition, personnel and

training estimates must be established by both government and

contractor production elements. In support of these requir,-ments

and previously established personnel and training concepts (PT-4),

the requirements for proposed plans must include:

" Production manning policies and ground rules!

" Criteria for determining and justifying personnel needs;

* Training and use of available industrial personnel;

" Criteria for training equipment design, procurement,

fabrication and use; and

" Joint utiliztion of personnel for production and

logistics support.

PT-7 ESTABLISH PERSONNEL AND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION CRITERIA

Criteria are established to evaluate the contractor resipo'n-

siveness to the personnel and training requirements (PT-5).

They should provide a means of comparison among proposed approache. ;
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for the use ot personnel to achieve overall production require-

ments, the cross-utilization of personnel among logistics support

and production organizations, the use of available versus new

skills, and subcontracting training versui establishing new

training programs and facilities. The evaluation criteria are

included in PM-7.

PT-8 EVALUATE PERSONNEL AND TRAINING PLAN PROPOSALS

Personnel and training plan evaluations should include com-

parison and scoring of the various proposals against requirements

and evaluation criteria described in PT-5 and -7. Evaluation

results should be included in PM-8.

PT-9 APPROVE PERSONNEL AND TRAINING PLAN

Personnel and training plans are approved as part of the

overall production development plan (PM-9). The plans should

include the most desirable features of contractor proposals.

They should consider the development and user agency plans for

interfacing, scheduling, funding, and controlling development of

later personnel and training i .quirements. Manpower trend curves

covering the current and projected use of personnel should be

included. The plan should describe the means by which contractor

personnel and training will be provided to assist with later

systems and equipmcnt phaseover into the using coi-.::nds inventory.

PT-10 to -12A PREPARE PiHR'ONNEL AND TRAINING PACKAGE AMD
CONDUCT FABRICATION, ASSEMBLY. AND TEST TRAINING (PROI!2T1PEI

Production training packages are prepared to record the

kili and quantities of production personnel, needed to accom-

pli :h the tasks defined in the production engineering analyses.
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Requi-ements are correlated to manpower specialty classifications,

established personnel learning levels, and performance stand,)rds.

Identification is made of those particular skills not presently

available, and requirements for new training courses, aids, and

equipment are identified. Included in the training packages are

methods for demonstrating ttaining effectiveness, updating the

packages during follow-on p-coduction, and plans for the gradual

transition of training responsibilities to the system support

commands who will later support the system and equipment.

Concurrent with preparation of the training package, train-

ing is conducted to satisfy the needs of experimental equipment

fabrication, assembly, and test pregrams and to familiarize

advance production personnel with the hardware and cost and sched-

ule requirements. Training lead times should be sufficient to

assire that personn-I can be trained to perform assigned produc-

tion tasks without i.nducing schedule delays. ,-'here practical,

contractor and service personnel shkould be trained together.

PT-11B to -14 PREPARE P' SuNNEL AND TRAINING PACKAGE
(INITIAL PRODUCrTION UNIT

Concurrent with the fabrication, assembly, and test of

prototype hardw- re, requirements for personnel and trainin to

support the manufacture of initial pruduction units are prepard.

The requirements are includEd in the contractors' propoed pro-

duction baseline described in PM-l5A. Personnel and traininri

requirements should support ali actions needed to accomplish

manufacturing, inspection, and I-st as described in Chapters 5

and 6. In addition, person,,el and traininc, requirements 1lso

cover materials control, methods study, plant layout, plant . all-

tenance, prodction planning andi control functions, industrial
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suPpocrt uvtions, quality contiol, value engineering, safety

and fire prevention, stores keeping, work measurement and time

study, work simpliFication, ,nd other functional areas associated

with each of the above elements. The personnel training require-

ments packages as well as the actual conduct of some training

must be verified prior to establishing the product baseline

(SD-17B).

PT-15 ESTABLISH PERSONNEL AND TRAINING PLAN REQUIREMENTS
(FOLLOW-ON PRODUCTION)

Using the experience gained duran fabrication, assembly,

and test of the experimental hardware and durno development of

the personnel and trainin, packaqe for initial uroduction units,

personnel and tra nin.on plan req- iireponts arc ,stab ished for

follo ,-on productlen. Those r1u, renen ico:ue part of the pro-

duction -ortract defni tion plan (PM-i %P) In addition to cri-

teila sin' ll-r to those doscr i ed *or provio 's tralpinig palkaqes,

ticv include suanttative and hedful, ai :es necessarv to fur-

ni sh personnel and train. mre or h!r voluc r:oiuct :on ot ol o'-

n t . SpuCItlic retuirecn.s :or ri ,]A1 t :es, intter aces,

schedule halance, *-'ur n ro, an: otht' lin: 1rl, >. e- ;ent 'al to

PT-l, .D'T) C: Ut'pLFYNT;i. P., NA .X, NlT{iM _.t_ IA.)L)Yr'_i]_, N *NH S!

• ta : , p v ' ' -. ', ' , ! [ t ) ' ', t , " ! t C', [','::, C- :

jt. re ipil~: r r o~ ~t
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PT-17A EVALUATE PROPOSED PERSONNEL AND ThAINING PLANS

Personnel and training plan proposals submitted by the

various contractors for follow-on production are uvaiuate,

This evaluation should be accomplished concurrently with the

evaluations of all other production management element require-

ments. The evaluations should include comparisons of the

training packages for quality, cost, schedule balance, ranpower

impact, special training required, and proposed phaseover actions.

PT-17B CONDUCT TRAINING (FOLLOW-ON PRODUCTION)

Based upon the proposed plans, production train inu is con-

ducted to provide sufficient quantities of personnel with ade-

quate skills for the follow-on equipment pr2dijction. Traininql

lead times should be sufficient to maintain chedule balance in

accord with negotiated requirements. This task is continuous

throughout the remainder of production to provide for rrodiftca-

tion of equipment and personnel replacement.

PT-19 UPDATE PERSONNEL AND TRAINING PACKAGE

Personnel and traininq plans, procedures, :cheltuies, quotas,

and other requirements are updated as a result ot eva uations

made during the initial production pr.cesses and thue prco!uct en

support provided to the ser%;ce tests ( D- 1H I

PT-21 EVALUATE PERSONNEL ANID TRAINING -- A5SLIMBI.Y AND CK&VT

Personnel and train i n; ev 1luat 1 eos a C -'ustOd u r . nur;

equ-ptient delivery, aIssembly0 and checkout in proparat Ion fo 1-

the operat onal suitahL1i1t y demonstrat ons (zD-2,2. Threse evalu-

ations may be ac ctipl shed on a cenbn, .1 rervice -contracto r- Lisl i

depending on the neqot iated qround rules .'.r uue of con' ract r
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'T-2 3 EVALUATE CTIANOjE IMPACT ON PERSONNEL AND TRA1NING

All proposed slystem design, logistics support, anid production

cha-ies are evaluated for thcir impact on the persoinel and

tralninq requirements. The results are recorded and included in

the overall prodluction ovalucitions (PM-23).

PT-24A UPDATE PERSONNEL AND TRAINING PACKAGES

Personnel and training changes resulting from the opera-

L~onal suitability t~esting (SD-22) and the manufacturing support

(M1--22) are included' in an updated personnel and training package.

Estimated personnel and traininq: resources used for equipping the

follo,-3rn operatinq units are verified. This inforation is

t-ransit te! to the sys ter.,,-/s upporL commands for further procure-

men-. planninq. it -;houli cover sipport to normal operations and

the vod1uct'ion tasks which are to 1,e aCCnrwplijShed at depot or

1 nereoat'erot rteas. Close- coo7-'inatlon should be main-

Li ned ,men the lueg st-c support arnd- prcduct ion elements du ring

thi';ct lor Th,,e in -orrwation should he made available to other

mannrs no'aced in the produc tion ci anni nci for new syst ems and

eq u i menP t Train inq plans slThou d cover expected cent inc'2 ,ncy

PT- 241i CK)NI)UT SUXPPLhV ENT.-L TRAI NI Nd,

u. p r, 'ta 1 t r auin1' is cnutd ncco wt "' thep-

daedpes~ne1 nd t rain lne pak-kaoes (1PT-24A ) -'Phi s trainin.

~d('LA ~vo ~~eernei~ nn~ cotratorprodluct ion talsks to be

per:on-edUn th re'amdeic fth e prodiuction c-Cele.



CHAPTER 11

FU1:N D1N G

Interface R esoonsibilities:

Requ-recnts, All1ocatiocns, and Accounting
for Fur ncls Used to Provir-de:

o Prociuci'ijity

C, Plans and Controls

oD Manufacturinc

o Inspecticn and Test

" Equipment an2. Tools

0 Facilities

oIndustrial Support

3 Personnel and Training

o Control Data
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11. FUNDING

11.1 INTRODUCTION

Successful production planning rec-ires management atten-

*tion to the interface between the production elements' funding

requirements and defense budgeting and financing. The production

funding element shoulc. be closely interfaced with the system

design funding elemen:_ and the logistic support fundling element

throughout the equiptrent life cycle. These funding elements

* should be included as part of the overaill program budgeting and

financing activities and should require the:

* Early determination of production funding estimates

which, togiether with the experience factors from simi-

lar production program~s, allow accurate forecasting of

the equipment life cycle costs;

" Accurate updating of forecasts for timely fiscal plan-

ning and apportionment of required research and devel-

opment, investment, and production funds;

" Allocation of available program funds to each produc-

tion element based upon the justified need, with empha-

sis given to schedule balance anid task priorities;

* Accurate accounting of funds expenditures using work

breakdown structure and measurement criteria to insure

the proper use and redistribution of funds; and

* Schedule flexibility in case of budget changes.

Essential to the control of funds for the production program

* is the establishment of a cost control system which, as part of

141
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production plans and controls (Chapter 4), can maintain adequate

cost and schedule balance among all elements. Figure 6 and the

following paragraphs describe the direct relationships which

should exist among the funding and other production elements.

11.2 DETAILED EVENT DESCRIPTION

F-' PROVIDE FUNDING ESTIMATE (PRELIMINARY)

Preliminary funding estimates for concept formulation are

made. They are based on the effort needed to establish produc-

tion concepts and requirements not currently in being. The

estimates should include funding for all production planning

studies; exploratory development of machine tools or other such

items requiring state-of-the-art. advarcement, and preparation

of production plan requirements. Bas-ed on cost experience data

(PM-2), preliminary production funding estimates are made. Cri-

teria are estaLlished fot further definition of these estimates

and the range of flexibility that is desired.

F-5 DEVELOP FUNDING SCHEDULE AND PLAN REQUIREMENTS

Funding schedule and plan requirements are developed for

inclusion with the production plan requirements (PM-5). These

requirements are based upon the selected production concepts

(PM-4) and an estimate of each p.oduction element's budgeting

and financing needs for the definition, development, production,

and operational. pb--,es. Def initive estimates of the funding

requirements for definition phase production planning activities

are made. Work breakdown structures with line item cost estimates

for each element are required. Due consideration is given to

appropriate fiscal budqet cycles, schedules, and trade-offs.
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These requirements, as part of PM-5, are essential to "Key

Approval Action" (SD-5).

F-6 ALLOCATE FUNDS FOR DEFINITION PHASE

Funds for production element participation in contract defi-

nition are allocated in accord with the approved development

plan and prcJuction requirements (SD-6A and B). Their alloca-

tion also should be in accord with the funding schedule require-

ments established in F-5.

F-7 PREPARE FINANCIAL PLAN FOR PRODUCTION (EXPERIMENTAL)

Production elemen. funding plans should be prepared at all

levels of management. These plans delineate the distribution

of funds (F-6) for all task efforts. Consideration is given to

both government and contract cost, with separate ate)oi'ies for

each, as required. Production management reviews and approves

this plan for incorporation into the equipment program financial

plan.

F-8A UPDATE FINANCIAL PLAN

New production requirements resulting from the evaluation

of the proposals (PM-8) are the basis for updating the financial

plai,. Estimated funding needs are evalua'-ed and previous budgets

are refined to more accurately reflcr. future dewmnds. Reasons

for changes should be evaluated to determine their validity and

generai application for future p 1 anning.

F-SB CONFIRM AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS

The fLnancial plan for experimental production (F-A) is,

compared to ictual fund authorizations for their adequacy to

support the program. Funding deficiencies or excesses must be
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identified. In pa'-ticular, expected production program risks

due to insufficient fundlnq are documented. The deficiencies,

their cause, and resultin- risk areas are coordinated for pro-

ject managenment review prior to submitting the production devel-

opment plan (PM-9) for "Key Approval Action" (SD-9A).

F-9 ALLOCATE FUNDS FOR EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTION AND TESTS

System development approval and contractor selection (SD-9A

and B) require allocation of production funds for the develop-

ment phase. This allocation should be in accord with the fund-

ing decisions resolving previously identified problems (F-8B).

Funding allocation responsibilities and interfaces should be

defined and the funds allocated based upon a work breakdown

structure of the tasks to be, performed during the development

phase. This should include all qovernment/contractor interfaces

for te production effort. Because of lead times required for

complex manufacturing eqipment and tools such as numerical pro-
qramming equipment, the allocation of funds for those particular

items should be adjusted to earlier procurement.

F-12A UPDATE FINANCIAL PLAN LINiTIAL PRODUCTION)

The financial plan for production is updated to reflect new

requ renents stemming from desigrn, support, and production chan-

ges (PMi-1213). rhis action depends on contract type, specific

fundinq limits, and thie type of change (e.g., contractor or

qovernment n ,tiatec_) . The revised plan becomes the baseline

for fut ure budget ing and financing activities.

F-12B3 COT'FIRM FUNDS FOR INITIAL PPODUCTION

Vie updated plan (F-12A) must be reviewed !-o determine the

adequacy of funds authorized fOr production. Expected proqram
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risks due to insufficient funds are documented. Deficiencies,

risk areas, and potential areas for cost reduction are coordi-

nated for review and resolution prior to allocation of the

production funds (F-14).

F-14 ALLOCATE FUNDS FOR INITIAL PRODUCTION A.ND TESTS

Successful. test and demonstration of sy tern and equ-pn, ent

prototypes (SD-13 and -14) and verification that all lo'ist:ics

support an production funding requirements have ieen identltied

(SM-13 and PN-13) must be accomplished prior to auJhori-atimn of

funds for initial production of system equipment and loiistics

support resources. These allocated funds must cover il Ief-ined

resources essential to the production of major, minor, special,

and common items to satisfy the ssterr, equipment, and looistics

support requirements.

F-15 UPDATE I?!NANCIAL PLAN (FOILOW-ON PRCDUCT1(N

The financ al plan for production is upda ted to rellCt 1c.,V

new requi iment stemm i-nn from charq e to the mann actur n,. p,,-

cessc s or othei r a<.i it durni exper men tal prodtct on.

F-lb CONFIRIM FUNDS FOR FOLLOW-ON PRODUCTION

Based upon tle propostd product [,u'n1 mn stal Ii oL in

S1-15, the updated financr ial plan (1---I15) ro-u,,t hc r",v ci t1A

determine the adequac' ot f liu !;r uthor .zed tor l w-orp -

t ion. Production mana3 ement sh, 1i nsurt, t ,i l I r :

ments for all production elt-' l lru t-; ,iI-, CoveI Td t, pr (c. ,

contract def e tir plan (PM-3) P imtLitra Ia,

funding requi rements from th'e various propousn.; Q', r r , r:

should be evaluatcd to determine tht sutto c7 - o*ii " 'I'iI
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requ-irements In the plin. Hxpo-"c e prnojram risks due tc, in~suffi-

ci ent funflO mojshoUl h be docucen ted ., All df cio:e;andi risk

aroac should be -oo-rdjn,,atod( for revie0w and rsionPli ir LOc

allocation ,)f tile production~ fnrids (P- 17).

F- P. tALLOC % ill: F HI), FOR OLO-yNPRODU,2TlODN

Coft pa t ib i I i tv o,-f ; reca f 1ca t iona mifr all ecol pren t anid sup -

port n(; resjou rces A t h tIi, fi rs t r rcdiuc t i on air t 1c 1lc sh ()u Id 1be

assured pra or to a Liocattr io t t no- r '0 i b("-01 produ ct on.

Vi, is rheSt res pons ib 11ty ofa pre,-uction :acaocnt and -,. essen-

tia~lto ReAppovai ctio (P - 1) . Participation in the

r evi es leada no to this key approlva iaction is requ~ red Ioy bloth

svbterP acaa jn and lIaStiacs i.-:ppo rt iia naqeert personnel.

Prouiuct I)asel ic approali is the v ratonfor all follow-on

product ion ta-lfunds c es

F- 18 CONTINUL FISCAL FUNDING; CYCL

Pr~oduct anol caa et non. t,; so nd no requ 1 ie"-on L~s anoi

allo (cati ons to s;ee t "at, II [oach piU 1 01on e lementt reeVki an) 1

accounts f or It.- a share of t.heIC Iort esOr aVe ra. e a ar,(

recorded and adj la;tfrents r- aat to he1 t a seCal tiindinq reque-sti; or

to t he proy ran" requi i ntl t hose ,und s 1. ork oreakoWr nt ruc turt.

,IIIand II( (c ei , haa ,In c In a. I i e Ions u St be el op I i-C-7 )11ShedC( t o a-;su ire(

that tliCeotsaIfn noco.-ta are properly r hec and tha-t

'any det ie enca es_ are impmedI'at ely md nv

)I1 UPDATFL. F INANCI1AT, PLANS FOR PRODUCFI ON

Clianoes resu Itianq from sevc'test.:nq; or the manufacturinq

proce a sea requi~re fin ane a plain upat oto reff .1ct revis. aed

fun.ii requ;irements. Adjus trents in fiscal fu~ndinq allLcat ions

-Ate o ude Ibase'd onl t heace approveli (-i-,anes
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F-24A UPDATE FINANCIAL PLAN (MODIFICATIONS) AND CONFIRM FUNDS

Modification cycles may be the result of deficiencies found

during suitability testing or subsequent oirerations (SD-22 LC

SM-26). Depending on the deficiency, new equipment design or

redesign of old equipment may require new production conLracts.

Preliminary funding estimates for projected equipment and support

modification should have been part of the early development phase

forecast. These estimates should have been based on producti on

experience with similar systems and should reflect past funding

expenditure patterns including times of need during the life

cycle period. The plan is updated to provide more accurate

estimates of the funds now required for production. The adequacy

of authorized funds is then confirmed.

F-24B ALLOCATE FUNDS FOR MODIFiCATION

Previously forecasted funds confirmed durlni the action ol

F--24A are allocated for any modifications that ny be requ.ired.

Continuous assessment of deficitcies, risk areas, and other

specific items which may cause schedule slippai c are coordinatt~

and reviewed with appropriate conmrand manaqe:ent persowuel.

These reliews should inciude trade-offs a qonc all prcto,

element budgets for resolution of these dcficiencies itl- ;n

available fund ig -lmi ts. Fundinq experienc, based upon th,

actions to this point is furnisled to advanced productior plr-

ninq for incorporation into future productl on est i.att' (F-2).

Alternative budgetini and financin,-; plans sc id be p"riere-d to

cover any expected future cent nuencv conE tions.



CHAPTER 12

CONTROL DATA

Interface Responsibilities:

* Producibility Specification and Demonstration
Data

o Plans and Controls Analysis, Test, Cost,
Change, and Schedule Data

o Manufacturing Plans, Processes, and
Experience Data

o Inspection and Test Data for Acceptance,
Endurance, Destruct, Tolerances, Allowances,
Quality Limits, etc.

o Equipment and Tools Requirements and Use Data

o Facilities Requirements and Use Data

o industrial Support Experience Information

o Personnel and Training Special Skills Analyses,
Demonstration, and Use

o Funds Requirements, Allocations, Expenditures,
aid Q0o t Da
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12. 'CONTROL DATA

12.1 INTRODUCTION

A control data element is essential to the performance,

configuration, cost, and schedule control for production of

systems and equipment. This element should meet the separate

technical and management needs of organizations which have dif--

fering production requirements. This control data element is

responsible for collecting, programming, and distributing:

" Production engineering analysis documentation;

" Production inspection and test records and reports;

" Schedules and records of milestone achievement;

" Configuration and coding systems for identification of

requirements;

" Production effectiveness reporting systems;

p Plant maintenance management and failure data informa-

tion; and

a Other equirements and forecast information.

Early in development, production management identifies the

extent to which the above information systems will be implemented

during all phases oi the equipment life cycle. Determinations

are made as to where, when, how, and by whom the data will be

needed. Wherever common usage of these data is essential to

both government and contractor, the data and data collection

system should be compatible with the current directives. The

data should be appropriate to the level of detail, type, complexity,

149
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and cost of the production resources. In some cases, they should

be classified as working data. Where different management levels

require the use of information in summary form, the requirements

should delineate that information by type, depth, and use as

appropriate to the management level. When sampling or summary

techniques c..n provide needed information on a one-time or

periodic basis, redundant production report processing can be

eliminated. The data systems should be oriented to the use of

the data to "manage," rather than to the "management of data."

Hardware quality, cost, configuration, and schedule control

policies also should pertain to the data systems.

Acquisition and operation of new and complex production

equipment and tools may justify electronic data processing.

Where this approach is used1, care should be taken to establish

workable interfaces with normal data reporting systems. Care

should be exercised to assure that all management levels receiv-

ing production summary data as raw tape, cards, etc. have immedi-

ate access to compatible processing systems. Trade-off tudies

should be conducted in advance to determine the advantages of

utilizing the new process for the total production effort.

12.2 DETAILED EVENT DESCRIPTION4

CD-2 INPUT PRODUCTION EXPERIENCE DATA

Based on the systems and logistics support requirements,

qualitative and quantitative production experience data should

be provided. Those data should include production experience on

similar programs such as:

a Estimates of the current use of production tooling and

.facilities;



o Current production capabi1ity trend forecasts-

a State-of-the-art producibility criteria (macline pro-

cessing restrictions, numerical toc ng capability by

location and quantity, etc.),

* Current and forecast critical prterials data (e.g.,

volume, processing times, uc.age patterns, etc.)

* Industrial support experience (contractor versus

organic) brsed on mission essential needs7

o Techniques, policies, and problems for cost, charqe

and schedule control; and

* Production concepts, plans, records, and reports

common to the system and equip.nent.

CD-3 PROGRAM ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTION MODELS

Concurrent with the definition of system and support alter-

natives, preliminar-" production models are evaluated to the degree

necessary for defining concepts and life cycle cost estimates.

Data processing of quantitative estimates for facilities, equip-

ment and tools, manpower, and materials may be required. These

data should be recorded as justification for concept decisions.

The data models may be included in the overall system feasibility

studies. They also should be structured to allow ready access

to production summary data.

CD-4 ESTABLISH CONTROL DA1'A CONCEPT

Based upon the production concept selection (PC-4), a

preliminary control data concept should be established which will

provide a pilot model of the way management data needs are to be

satisfied during subsequent definition, development, and produc-

tion events.
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CD-5 PREPARE CONTROL DATA PLAN REQUIRD-hENTS

The control data element, in coordination with production

management, should identify requirements for:

* Production engineering analysis and controls documen-

tation;

Inspection and test demonstration reporting methods;

* Configuration. schedule balance, and current cost: and

cost-in-production cost control tracking system;

* Standard production codes and material item identifica-

ticn procedures in support of production management

needs;

* identificatio> of each production management element s

specific data needs and outputs;

* Acquiring and evaluating status reports which show

achie\ement of schedules, slippages, shortages of

material, equipment and tool items, manpower versus

personnel requirements trends, inspections and tests,

and summary data to satisfy government/contractor man-

agement needs, F d

* A production management effectiveness reporting system

which will reflect overall progress and problem resolu-

tion during high flow production runs.

CD-7A SPECIFY DATA MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS

Based on the specific data plan requirements (CD-5), manage-

ment responsibilities and interfaces should be defined for:

o Collecting and reporting raw data information;
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* Collating data for analysis;

* Research and handling of various types of industrial

support information;

* Dissemination of data and reports;

* Evaluation and analysis of reported data in the light

of knowledge needed by each production element; and

a The reporting of selected production performance for

use in future planning.

Definition of the control data plan requirements provides

a means for identifying data needs and sources by time, place,

and production specialist responsibility.

CD-7B ESTABLISH DATA PLAN EVALUATION CRITERIA

Control data plan evaluation criteria should be established

to rate contractor proposals in response to the data portion of

the bid package. The data plan should be evaluated for adequacy,

cuy.rency, simplicity, and validity. The criteria should provide

for comparison evaluations of how each specific production element

will implewent data collection, dissemination, and use tasks and

responsibilities. Evaluation should also consider plans for fur-

nishing and collecting data to and from subcontractor and project

offices. Consideration should be given to communication, propri-

etary, and security limitations.

CD-8 EVAuUATE DATA PLAN PROPOSALS

Data plan proposals from each contractor wll be evaluated

in accordance with the criteria specified in CD-7b.
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CD-9 APPROVE CONTROL DATA PLAN

Approval of the control data plan consists of a combined

contractor/project management review and sign-off of individual

and int.rfacing data responsibilities. This review must insure

a clear understanding of terms, conditions, and definitions. It

is a part of the negotiations preliminary to award of the devel-

opment contract. The control data plan should also consider a

method for retrieval and feedback of data information to block

CD-2 for futuze planning,

CD-10A PROGRA"MING OF PRODUCTION ENGINEERING DATA

Pecinning with the use of preliminary research and develop-

ment documentation representing designs that have not yet been

fully stabilized, production engineering information and manufFc-

turing and test information are progressively incorporated into

a documentation system which allows complete configuration,

schedule balance, and cost control of all future activities.

Where computez processing innovations allow, specif-cation,

design, and manufacturing processes information should be pro-

grammed directly in;to Cat system. Means of extracting and sum-

marizing management data must be provided in accordance with the

requirements and criteria previously established (CD-9). To the

degree practical, all data required to support the production

elements should be included in one set of documentation or within

a single data prcessinq systenm, Control of each element of these

dati, however, Iiiay be based upon an analysis of what organiza-

tion needs what data element for what use.

CD-1OB IESTABI STANDARD PRODUCTION CODES

In accordance wth overall standard system/equi, /support

codes, a set of {'mmon producLion codes should be established in
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terms of work elements which are assigned to cover:

9 Production engineering analysis control systems;

* Manufacturing, industrial support, and inspection and

test management systems;

* Production performance demonstration evaluations; and

* Production materiel items arid personnel systems.

Codes are developed in accnrdance with )oD methods and

standards to assure appropriate comm-nality in terms of overall

system design. support, and production reference.

CD-1l to -14 COLLECT AND ANALYZE EXPERIMENTAL
PRODUCTION TEST DATA

Performance results 6hould be Led bdck to each production

element for evaluation of attainment of the assigred production

objectives. Each change in requirements triggers a new evalua-

tion cycle to define the impacts and develop trade-off choices

among design, support, and production modifications. Measures

of performance for specific manufacturing, inspection, and test

actions should be in accordance with the inspection and test

criteria previously established and include those factors neces-

sary to maintain quality and cost control, in complex develop-

ment projects, data services for production engineering analysis

documentation can provide the manager with a mechanized system

to control and record all changes. In simpler procurements,

however, documentation control rnay be done manually. Data col-

lection should encompass procurement orders, shop orders, delivery

notices, acceptance statement~s, inspection -ecords and reports,

and other significant documentation which will establish a con-

tinuous chain of recorded events for the maintenance of schedule
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balance throughout the production cycle. Use of the data con-

trol system during experimental production and test will check

out the system before high volume production.

CD-15 UPDATE CONTROL DATA PLAN

Production control data u Zt be evaluated for their effect

on subordinate element actions (e.g., data collection, processing,

evauation, and analysis). The control data plan is updated for

inclusion in the production contract definition plan (PM-15B)

and the product baseline (PM-17B).

CD- b to 24A COLLECT AND ANALYZE DAT. ON
INITIAL PRODUCTION UNITS

Beginning with the initial production of systems and equip-

ment for user service and operational suitability tests, data

should be collected and analyzed by all production management

elements. The data should be in accord witL the requirements

established by production engineerinq and analyzed to the per-

formance criteria established by producibility and inspection

and test requirements. The data collection and analysis effort

should be part of a change control systen whose objectives in-

clude timely corrective action within schedule milestones and

cost control parameters. The data collection and analysis effort

she 'Id be continuous throughout initial production and should

cover all events concerned with manufacturing, test, acceptance,

and problem resolution. It should cover production element

interactions and management interfaces among project, prime con-

tractors, and subcontractors.
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CD-17B EVALUATE PROPOSED PLANS

Contractor proposed data systems are reviewed and evaluated

to the criteria established in CD-7R. Conformance to all produc-

tion management element needs are verified and a control data

system selected for follow-on production. Control data services

responsibilities and relationships among contractor and military

organizations are established to allow for a continuous data

flow to future operations and support.

CD-18B to -26 COLLECT AND ANALYZE DATA DURING
FOLLOW-ON PRODUCTION

Initiation of follow-on production (PM-17B) is the starting

point for collection and analysis of control data to assure con-

tinuity for all subsequent production actions while maintaining

schedule balance and cost control. Collection, analysis, dissemi-

nation, and use of these data is in accord with previously estab-

lished plans (CD-17B). Lessons learned from the initial produc-

tion data system are incorporated. To the ,axirum deciree practical
the changes should be kept to a .;in'imum and the services continu-

ous a--( ccvpatible. Experience inforration should be collected

on the phaseover of pro3ect and contractor activities to s, stes

support conmandE. Contintency prodkuction plans and expeience

informatior should be incorporated for rapid extraction and

summary use as p,-t i a production preparedne.4 progran-.

Element interface data should be collected arnd arialyzed to

maintain comnatibil ity among system/support and prckdu:tiori mar-

agement actions durini the use and control of all production

resources. Summary performance and cost reports, appropriately

and selectively applied at all management levels, continue for

the balance of production during the equipment's life cycle.
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